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3. Milpitas Mayor Rich Tran Tweaks City Manager on Facebook; ‘I’m going to give the 
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10. Here are 16 big transit projects that could be out of luck under the Trump budget The 

Washington Post 
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12. Here's how California high-speed rail escaped federal budget cuts San Jose Biz Journal 
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VTA route changes could inconvenience seniors, low-income riders 
Julia Baum 

San Jose Mercury News 

San Jose residents who rely on public transit to get around could find their commutes taking much longer 

in some cases if proposed changes to the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority’s current bus lines 

are approved. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/15/vta-route-changes-could-inconvenience-seniors-low-income-riders/


  

Willow Glen resident Deborah Cunningham told the Resident she’s concerned about how a proposal to 

discontinue the 82 line will affect her and other residents, especially those who are elderly, disabled or 

low-income. The 82 line runs from downtown San Jose through Willow Glen along Alma, Minnesota and 

Pine avenues to the Westgate Shopping Center in Campbell. 

  

Cunningham has taken the 82 bus regularly since she was first disabled by an injury 14 years ago. She 

relies on it to get to a standing weekly appointment at her physical therapist’s office less than four miles 

away in Campbell. If that route is removed, she said it will take her almost four times longer to get there. 

  

“The bus, it takes me door to door, that’s allowing the walking time, less than half an hour to get to the 

therapy place,” Cunningham said in an interview. “After the change I will have to leave an hour and 45 

minutes early.” 

  

It wouldn’t be the first time a VTA redesign threw a wrench in Cunningham’s schedule; in 2004, route 

changes increased travel time to her physical therapist’s old office in Los Gatos from less than an hour to 

two and a half hours in one direction, she said. 

  

Other people Cunningham knows would also be severely impacted, like her neighbor who is job hunting 

right now and doesn’t have a car, she said. 

  

“He’s applying to jobs on the 82 bus line like Whole Foods, Safeway on Hamilton, Home Depot, Target,” 

she added. “That (change) would completely eliminate any of those jobs” because it would take him 

about two hours to get to work. 

  

Many low-income residents also rely on the 82 route to get to the food bank at Sacred Heart on West 

Alma Avenue and the Social Security office on West Hamilton Avenue. 

  

VTA officials say the stretch between Winchester Boulevard and Willow Glen is “largely residential” and 

demand for bus service there is low. Even so, senior transportation planner Adam Burger told the 

Resident that VTA is aware of the importance of the 82 route and others like it. 

  

“(Riders) really depend on that service, and that absence of that service would be a big gap in their travel 

pattern,” Burger said. “Our team of service planners have been trying to figure out how to fill that gap. 

We’re currently evaluating a lot of pieces.” 

  



One of the main difficulties in designing route changes is balancing ridership numbers with the needs of 

riders who travel on less frequented bus lines, according to Burger. He said VTA has quite a few east-

west routes like the 82 because “a lot of travelers who live in less affluent areas work in more affluent 

areas” such as Los Gatos, Willow Glen and Campbell. 

  

“We do think about the profile of the transit rider when we design our service,” he added. 

  

If the 82 route is discontinued, VTA spokesperson Linh Joann said, it will be “replaced by route 26, 

which splits into two separate routes.” The revised routes–26 and 56–would connect West Valley College 

and Eastridge Transit Center, and Lockheed Martin Transit Center to downtown Sunnyvale, Vallco Mall, 

downtown Campbell and Winchester Transit Center, respectively. They are also “proposed to have 30-

minute frequency, so it’s improved,” Hoang added. 

  

Several VTA committees will review the final plan in April, and the agency’s board of directors will have 

a final vote in May. 

  

To learn more about VTA’s proposed bus route changes, visit nextnetwork.vta.org. 

Back to Top 

  

What Trump cut in his budget 
Kim Soffen and Denise Lu 

The Washington Post, San Jose Mercury News 

On Thursday, the Trump administration released a preliminary 2018 budget proposal, which details many 

of the changes the president wants to make to the federal government’s spending. The proposal covers 

only discretionary, not mandatory, spending. 

  

To pay for an increase in defense spending, a down payment on the border wall and school voucher 

programs, among other things, funding was cut from the discretionary budgets of other executive 

departments and agencies. The Environmental Protection Agency, the State Department and the 

Agriculture Department took the hardest hits. The proposal also completely defunded 19 agencies. 

  

Discretionary spending limits, addressed by this proposal, are set by congressional budget resolutions. 

Congress typically makes changes to the president’s proposal – last year, lawmakers disregarded Obama’s 

budget altogether. Mandatory spending, by contrast, is set by other laws and is often determined by the 

size of the benefit and the eligible population. 

  

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/16/what-trump-cut-in-his-budget/


Here’s how each agency’s discretionary funding would be affected by Trump’s proposal: 

  

AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 

The Trump administration is seeking to cut 21 percent of the Agriculture Department’s discretionary 

spending budget, though it hasn’t detailed what precisely will be cut. The vulnerable programs include 

rural development and research grants but exclude SNAP (food stamps) and crop subsidies. The USDA 

will also reduce staff by an unspecified amount at various service center agencies around the country. 

– Eliminates the $200 million McGovern-Dole International Food for Education program 

  

– Eliminates the $500 million Water and Wastewater loan and grant program 

  

– Cuts Women, Infants and Children nutrition assistance from $6.4 billion to $6.2 billion 

  

– Unspecified staff reductions at USDA service center agencies around the country 

  

– Cuts $95 million from the Rural Business and Cooperative Service 

  

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT 

As part of a 16 percent reduction to the Department of Commerce’s budget, the Trump administration is 

proposing sharp cuts to climate-change and ocean research at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration. 

– Cuts $250 million from coastal research programs that ready communities for rising seas and worsening 

storms 

  

– Eliminates the popular $73 million Sea Grant program, which operates in conjunction with universities 

in 33 states 

  

– Eliminates the Economic Development Administration, which gives out grants in struggling 

communities 

  

– Cuts federal funding to the Manufacturing Extension Partnership 

  

DEFENSE DEPARTMENT 



Under the Trump administration budget, the Defense Department would get a 9 percent increase in 

discretionary funding – but only about 3 percent more than what it spent last year. President Trump has 

cast it as a historic increase in defense spending, but critics say it is actually more of an incremental boost 

and much smaller than what he promised on the campaign trail. 

– Increases the size of the Army and Marine Corps 

  

– Increases the number of ships in the Navy’s fleet 

  

– Buys F-35 Joint Strike Fighters more rapidly 

  

– Increases spending to keep Air Force combat planes ready to fly 

  

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

The Education Department faces a 14 percent cut under the Trump administration budget, which would 

downsize or eliminate a raft of grants, including for teacher training, afterschool programs, and aid to 

low-income and minority college students. The cuts would be coupled with a historic investment – $1.4 

billion – in charter schools, private schools and other school-choice initiatives. 

– Cuts $3.7 billion in grants for teacher training, after-school and summer programs, and aid programs to 

first-generation and low-income students 

  

– “Significantly” reduces federal work-study aid to college students 

  

– Increases charter school funding by $168 million 

  

– Creates new private-school choice program with $250 million 

  

– Spends $1 billion to encourage districts to allow federal dollars meant for low-income students to 

follow those students to the public school of their choice 

  

ENERGY DEPARTMENT 

The Trump budget proposal, which cuts the Energy Department’s budget by 6 percent, would boost 

spending on managing the nation’s nuclear stockpile and revive the controversial Yucca Mountain storage 

facility for nuclear power plant waste. It would slash spending on a host of science and climate areas. 

– Cuts $900 million from the Office of Science 



  

– Eliminates the Energy Star, Weatherization Assistance Program, ARPA-E, Advanced Technology 

Vehicle Manufacturing Program, and Title 17 loan guarantees 

  

– Gives the Yucca Mountain project $120 million to restart licensing operations 

  

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

The Trump administration proposed an 18 percent decrease for HHS, one of the largest and most 

sprawling departments within the government. That sum excludes funding for the insurance provided by 

Medicare and Medicaid, two vast entitlement programs for older and lower-income Americans. In a rare 

move, those programs were omitted from the brief budget description the Trump administration has 

released. 

– Increases funding for efforts to prevent and treat opioid addictions 

  

– Decreases funding for the National Institutes of Health and certain programs to train health 

professionals 

  

National Institutes of Health (part of HHS) 

The 19 percent cut would affect the billions of dollars NIH gives out to researchers around the globe, as 

well as studies at its sprawling Bethesda, Md., campus. 

  

– Eliminates the Fogarty International Center, which builds partnerships between U.S. and foreign health 

research institutions 

  

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 

The proposal would increase funding to DHS by 7 percent. This money primarily goes toward big boosts 

in spending on border and immigration enforcement – for a border wall, for 500 new Border Patrol 

agents, and 1,000 new Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents. 

  

– Cuts $667 million from grant programs to state and local agencies, including pre-disaster mitigation 

grants and counterterrorism funding 

  

– Raises the TSA Passenger Security Fee, currently $5.60 for a passenger flying out of a U.S. airport 

  



DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

The 13 percent cut in funding for HUD will put tremendous strain on housing authorities across the 

country, which manage public housing and rely heavily on federal funding. 

– Eliminates the $3 billion Community Development Block Grant program 

  

– Eliminates the HOME Investment Partnerships Program, the Choice Neighborhoods program and the 

Self-help Homeownership Opportunity Program 

  

– Raises funding for lead-hazard reduction from $110 million to $130 million 

  

– Eliminates the $35 million of funding for Section 4 Community Development and Affordable Housing 

  

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT 

Under the Trump administration proposal, the Interior Department faces a 12 percent cut. That could 

strain everyday maintenance of national parks and historic sites, as well as enforcement of activity such as 

illegal wildlife trafficking at the nation’s borders. 

  

– Eliminates funding for the 49 National Historic Sites 

  

– Decreases funding for land acquisition by $120 million 

  

– Wildfire suppression funding is likely to see a marginal increase 

  

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT 

The budget proposal boosts the DOJ’s tough-on-crime and anti-immigration efforts – putting money 

toward targeting criminal organizations and drug traffickers, and hiring immigration judges, border 

enforcement prosecutors and additional deputy U.S. marshals. The DOJ budget’s overall 4 percent 

decrease appears to come from a reduction in federal prison construction because of a reduced prison 

population and reducing spending on mostly unnamed “outdated” programs. 

– Cuts funding to reimburse state and local governments for costs of incarcerating certain undocumented 

immigrants 

  

– Cuts almost $1 billion of funding for federal prison construction 



  

– Adds $249 million of funding for the FBI, largely aimed at counterterrorism, cyber threats, more timely 

firearms purchase background checks and more crime data 

  

– Adds $80 million to adjudicate immigrant removal proceedings and hire more attorneys 

  

LABOR DEPARTMENT 

The 21 percent proposed cut in the Labor Department reduces funding for job training programs that 

benefit seniors and disadvantaged youth. The proposal would also shift funding responsibility to states for 

certain job placement programs. 

– Eliminates the Senior Community Service Employment Program, which helps low-income seniors find 

work 

  

– Closes poor-performing centers for Job Corps, a job-training program for disadvantaged youth 

  

– Eliminates grants that help nonprofit groups and public agencies pay for safety and health training 

  

– Expands efforts to reduce improper payments made to people receiving unemployment benefits 

  

STATE DEPARTMENT, USAID AND TREASURY INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM 

The 29 percent proposed cut to the State Department refocuses economic and development aid to 

countries of the greatest strategic importance to the U.S., and it shifts some foreign military aid from 

grants to loans. It also requires State and USAID to reorganize and consolidate. 

– Eliminates climate-change prevention programs, including pledged payments to U.N. climate-change 

programs 

  

– Reduces funding for U.N. peacekeeping 

  

– Reduces funding for development banks such as the World Bank 

  

– Reduces most cultural-exchange programs, but keeps the Fulbright Program 

  



TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 

The Transportation Department’s budget would shrink by 13 percent. The spending plan would move 

what has been a core government function – air traffic control – outside of government hands, and push 

responsibility for many transit and other projects to localities. 

– Shifts air traffic control outside the government 

  

– Eliminates funding for many new transit projects and support for long-distance Amtrak trains 

  

– Eliminates $175 million in subsidies for commercial flights to rural airports 

  

– Cuts $499 million from the TIGER grant program, which has funded dozens of road, transit and other 

projects 

  

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

The Treasury’s budget would shrink by 4 percent, with other funds reallocated toward the department’s 

security missions: preventing hacking, seizing terrorists’ bank accounts and enforcing sanctions on 

foreign adversaries. 

  

– Reduces funding for the Internal Revenue Service by $239 million 

  

– Eliminates grants for Community Development Financial Institutions, which provide financial services 

in economically distressed neighborhoods 

  

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS 

VA would be one of the few departments to see its budget grow, by 6 percent to $78.9 billion. Most of the 

increase would improve veterans’ access to doctors and support services following a scandal in 2014 over 

patient wait times. The money would also help fill some of the agency’s more than 45,000 vacant medical 

positions. Veterans Choice, a program that gives patients the option to see private doctors outside the VA 

system, would also expand. 

– Adds $4.4 billion in new funding to expand health services and modernize VA’s benefit claims system 

and other services 

  

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 



Trump’s budget begins to dismantle the EPA, shrinking its funding by 31 percent and eliminating a fifth 

of its workforce. More than 50 programs would be eliminated altogether, including Energy Star; grants 

that help states and cities fight air pollution; an office focused on environmental justice and cleanup 

efforts in the Chesapeake Bay and Great Lakes; and infrastructure assistance to Alaskan native villages 

and along the Mexican border. Funding for drinking water infrastructure would remain intact, but the 

agency’s scienctific research would suffer massive cuts. 

– Eliminates more than 50 programs and 3,200 jobs 

  

– Discontinues funding for international climate-change programs 

  

– Cuts funding for the Office of Research and Development in half 

  

– Cuts funding for the Superfund cleanup program and the Office of Enforcement and Compliance 

  

– Prioritizes drinking water and wastewater infrastructure projects. 

  

NASA 

NASA will see only a small cut – about 1 percent of its 2017 budget. But the cuts come almost entirely 

from Earth-observing and education programs, suggesting that Trump aims to make good on campaign 

promises to shift NASA’s focus away from our planet. The budget also directs NASA to find ways to 

collaborate with the commercial space industry. It makes no mention of the Journey to Mars, which is 

likely to add to speculation that Trump wants to shift NASA’s focus to the moon. 

– Cuts $102 million of funding from Earth science, terminating four missions aimed at understanding 

climate-change 

  

– Eliminates the $115 million Office of Education 

  

– Cuts $88 million from the Robotic Refueling Mission, which develops techniques to repair satellites 

  

SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

The Trump administration is proposing to cut about 5 percent of the Small Business Administration’s 

budget. The new plan would eliminate $12 million worth of technical-assistance grants and other 

programs where the administration thinks the private sector already “provides efficient mechanisms” for 

small-business development and growth. 



– Eliminates PRIME technical-assistance grants, Growth Accelerators and Regional Innovation Clusters, 

saving about $12 million 

  

– Cuts $1 million of $46 million of loan guarantees currently available to small-business owners 

  

ARTS AND CULTURAL AGENCIES 

The Trump administration’s proposal calls for eliminating four cultural agencies and their collective $971 

million budgets. Most of the funds support nonprofit groups across the country, such as dance companies, 

radio stations, orchestras and theaters. 

  

– Eliminates all $148 million for the National Endowment for the Arts and all $148 million for the 

National Endowment for the Humanities 

  

– Eliminates the $230 million Institute of Museum and Library Services 

  

– Eliminates the $445 million for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, which supports public 

television and radio, including PBS and NPR 

  

AGENCIES TO BE HIT 

In total, the budget proposes to eliminate funding for these 19 agencies: 

– African Development Foundation 

  

– Appalachian Regional Commission 

  

– Chemical Safety Board 

  

– Corporation for National and Community Service 

  

– Corporation for Public Broadcasting 

  

– Delta Regional Authority 

  



– Denali Commission 

  

– Institute of Museum and Library Services 

  

– Inter-American Foundation 

  

– U.S. Trade and Development Agency 

  

– Legal Services Corporation 

  

– National Endowment for the Arts 

  

– National Endowment for the Humanities 

  

– Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation 

  

– Northern Border Regional Commission 

  

– Overseas Private Investment Corporation 

  

– U.S. Institute of Peace 

  

– U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness 

  

– Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars 

Source: Office of Management and Budget 

Back to Top 

  



Milpitas Mayor Rich Tran Tweaks City Manager on Facebook; ‘I’m going to give 

the people the truth’ 
The Fly 

San Jose Inside 

Milpitas Mayor Rich Tran announced on Facebook last week that he intends to call for an independent 

performance review of City Manager Tom Williams, whose behavior has been the subject of a string of 

lawsuits in recent years. “Nearly $1 million settlement involved, way too much money,” Tran wrote on 

Facebook, linking to a Milpitas Post story about the city settling a lawsuit brought by former City 

Attorney Mike Ogaz.  

  

“We will seek the truth and go from there.” Residents weighed in, some defending Williams and others 

applauding the mayor for championing accountability. But Chris Diaz, the outsourced barrister who 

replaced Ogaz when the city dispensed with its in-house legal team, urged Tran to proceed with caution in 

commenting about personnel issues. “[T]he recommended forum to raise any issues regarding 

performance is in the context of a closed session discussion,” Diaz wrote in a March 6 email. “In fact, the 

Brown Act specifically authorizes a closed session for performance evaluations.” Putting employees on 

blast may expose the city and council member to personal liability, Diaz thinks, including the risk of a 

libel suit. The mayor was unapologetic. In an email to Fly, he said that he won't be muzzled. “I'm going to 

give the people the truth,” Tran said, adding that he’ll “continue to post videos, photos, and comments on 

Facebook.” Diaz also advised the mayor to reserve judgment on development projects until they have a 

chance to come before the City Council. Tran said that he understands the concerns and that he will take 

care to follow the law. “At the end of the day,” he said, “I'm going to rock with the residents, every single 

person whose door I knocked on. … But like any great organization, there will always be those who are 

against change.” 

  

Below is the email legal counsel Chris Diaz sent to the mayor and council: 

Mayor Tran and Honorable City Council: 

  

A few legal issues have come to my attention based on recent Facebook postings. ~I write with some 

legal guidance to follow when using social media. 

  

Personnel Issues 

I received word that the Mayor posted a Facebook post regarding the Ogaz matter and our City Manager. 

~With regard to personnel issues involving any employee that you hire or fire (this would include the City 

Manager and City Attorney), the recommended forum to raise any issues regarding performance is in the 

context of a closed session discussion. ~In fact, the Brown Act specifically authorizes a closed session for 

performance evaluations. ~ 

  

http://www.sanjoseinside.com/2017/03/15/milpitas-mayor-rich-tran-tweaks-city-manager-on-facebook-im-going-to-give-the-people-the-tru
http://www.sanjoseinside.com/2017/03/15/milpitas-mayor-rich-tran-tweaks-city-manager-on-facebook-im-going-to-give-the-people-the-tru


The risk with not using the closed session forum, is that any statements you make to the media or on 

social media, may create on-going issues with the employee, and it may expose the City to liability. 

~Finally, it may also expose the individual councilmember who is making the statements to liability, 

including the risk of a personal libel suit. ~I would strongly recommend that any personnel issues be 

discussed in a closed session forum and not in any public format, including social media. 

  

Development Projects and Procedural Due Process 

As I have mentioned before, it is important to not take any positions on a proposed development project 

that may be coming before you as a Council. ~This is because under your due process obligations, you 

should be making your decision on the whole record that comes before you at a Council meeting, 

including any public comment made by the developer and the public, and you are obligated to remain an 

impartial decision-maker until the public forum is closed. ~If you do take positions on a development 

project prior to the Council meeting, you run the risk of having to recuse yourself when the Council 

actually hears the project. ~This is because you would been deemed to have pre-judged the project 

violating the public or developerís right to due process and an impartial hearing. ~See, Nasha v. City of 

Los Angeles (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 470, 483 (public official was deemed to have pre-judged the project 

and exhibited bias when he authored an opinion piece regarding the negative aspects of the project prior 

to the matter being heard by the decision-making body). 

  

If you were to participate in a City Council decision on a project which you pre-judged in the media or 

elsewhere, there is a risk that you would be exposing the City to a lawsuit. ~For any projects that may be 

coming to the City Council in the future, I do ask that you inform me of any projects you may have taken 

a position on in the media or via social media so we can research the risk. 

  

One option in lieu of stating an opinion on a project prior to the Council meeting, is you can state such 

things as “I am in favor of the project in concept, but I reserve my judgement or position until the full 

Council hearing.” 

  

Also, please keep in mind you are always free to meet with developer applicants, but it is important not to 

take a position on a project until it is before you at a Council meeting for all of the same reasons noted 

above. 

  

Finally, for any development project that will come before you as a Council, it is important to avoid 

attending the Planning Commission hearing when this item is heard. ~This is especially true if you plan to 

attend to voice any positon on the project at a Planning Commission meeting which should never occur 

for all of the same reasons noted above. 

  

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you. 



  

Below is Mayor Rich Tran’s response to San Jose Inside’s request for comment: 

“I use Facebook as a communication tool for myself and the residents of Milpitas. With one sponsored 

post, I am able to reach 30k Milpitians (almost half the city). That's a reach greater than the 20k Milpitas 

Post Newspaper circulation. It's how I was elected and it's how I intend to remain in office to represent 

the people. 

  

Yes, there are folks in city hall who are concerned about the information I'm providing to the public on 

Facebook. I remind myself daily that I work for the community. I'm going to give the people the truth and 

folks appreciate it very much. Sometimes there will be issues that are difficult and during these times I'll 

always be fair and balanced in my views. 

  

I've had formal discussions with the city attorney and I'm going to continue to post videos, photos, and 

comments on Facebook to the full extent of the law. We've discussed risk management. I express views as 

an individual and do not express any views of the city council body or city government. 

  

At the end of the day, I'm going to rock with the residents, every single person who's door I knocked on. I 

really did not know a single person in city hall until running for office, never been on the council or 

commission prior. Since becoming mayor, everyone has been welcoming and I feel so much at home in 

city hall. But like any great organization, there will always be those who are against change.” 

Back to Top 

  

Roadshow: More horror stories about fix-it tickets 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News  

Q I received a fix-it ticket for no front license plate and a photo-deflecting cover over the rear plate. The 

rear cover was confiscated on the spot (with my assistance, as the CHP didn’t have any tools with him). I 

installed the front plate and had that signed off within days. 

A This is ridiculous. Late fees can be assessed, but common sense needs to prevail. Head down to the 

courthouse to find out what the problem is. You may need to go to court. 

  

Q I am hoping you can help me figure out why I got a ticket from the city of Sunnyvale. I have a parking 

permit to park in the Sunnyvale garage and the permit was displayed as required. Also, I got the 

notification when I was out of town for two weeks. I provided proof of my travel dates and sent a letter to 

the Ticket Processing Center, asking for clarification of the violation. All I got in reply was that I was out 

of the appeal period and needed to pay not just the original amount but also the late fees. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/16/roadshow-ouch-more-horror-stories-about-fix-it-ticket-penalties/


Can you help me reach the right authority who can explain the violation and consider the proof that I was 

out of town when the notification was received? Nita Baindur 

A The officer’s report states that the permit was not visible at the time the citation was issued, so the 

ticket was upheld. But because you provided proof of a valid permit, the fine was reduced to $25. 

  

Q Someone came by and tore tags from my 4Runner, exposing the first year’s tag: 2004. I found out 

about this when a friend drove my car to Santa Barbara, and police there put a ticket on the windshield. 

I immediately ordered replacement tags from DMV ($20), and when they arrived two weeks later, I put 

them on the car. I took a photo of the plate, mailed it to Santa Barbara and they reduced the fine to $10. 

All good. 

  

  

But, I parked in a BART lot in Oakland in this period and didn’t find out about the $60 ticket until it 

arrived in the mail. I thought, oh well, I guess I have to mail in the photo of the plate with the new tags. 

But not so. For BART you have to drive down to a police station and have your car get an official 

inspection before they will waive the fine. I paid the fine. I don’t have the time nor do Oakland police, 

who actually have work to do. 

Alan Harper, Oakland 

A Onto Jim-the-BART-Man: “I understand this situation is a hassle, but the bottom line is that it’s the 

law. This citation was upheld because you did not have your vehicle inspected and signed off by police or 

DMV. The citation has information about inspections on the back. It is state law that a violation like this 

requires inspection. Once done, it is reduced to $10.” 

Back to Top 

Might California retaliate if Caltrain electrification funding is denied? 
Jody Meacham 

Silicon Valley Business Journal 

Should California retaliate against parts of the state represented in Congress by Republicans if Caltrain’s 

federal funds for electrification are ultimately denied? 

  

That appears to be a developing theme in Sacramento where Wednesday — for the second straight day — 

anger at GOP opposition to Caltrain’s project boiled over in meetings ostensibly devoted to high-speed 

rail. 

  

CALTRAIN 

During the monthly board meeting of the California High-Speed Rail Authority, officials discussed what 

happens if Caltrain has to make up for the loss of $647 million in federal funds that had been earmarked 

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/15/california-caltrain-high-speed-rail-republicans.html


for the commuter rail system's upgrade. If Caltrain needed to use additional state or local funding to make 

up for the loss, would that drain resources intended to be used elsewhere? 

  

“I would only hope that those off-setting project impacts are not peanut-buttered across all transportation 

projects but are selectively applied in certain regions of the state," Dan Richard, the rail authority's board 

chairman, told the board. Richard was not immediately available to explain his comment. 

  

On Tuesday, Richard testified before San Jose Sen. Jim Beall’s transportation committee at the California 

Legislature. There, Beall complained about Caltrain’s $20 million in extra costs for holding open its 

construction and electric train purchase contracts while it awaits a final federal decision on its grant 

application. Typically such delay costs must be paid from other funds, he said, rather than be paid by a 

larger federal grant. 

  

“I just hope that the cost overrun on the delay of the Caltrain project doesn’t stop us from funding the 

high-speed rail to Bakersfield,” Beall said. “That would be a very interesting situation, that the cost 

overrun for what [the congressional delegation, headed by Bakersfield Republican Kevin McCarthy] 

caused by writing letters to the Department of Transportation caused the high-speed rail project not to get 

extended to the Bakersfield downtown. And that might be something the members of Congress should 

look at before they write such letters maybe.” 

  

A Beall spokesman said Wednesday that the state senator's comment was not a threat. 

  

A delegation of Silicon Valley business and political leaders is in Washington this week lobbying 

Congress and members of the Trump administration to approve the Caltrain grant. 
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California’s ‘sanctuary state’ bill clears hurdle, moves to Senate 
Katy Murphy 

San Jose Mercury News 

SACRAMENTO — With minor changes to win over moderates, a polarizing California bill to keep 

California’s law enforcement agencies from cooperating with federal immigration agents cleared a key 

hurdle Monday and will head to the full Senate for a vote. 

  

Senate Bill 54 is perhaps the Legislature’s highest-profile act of defiance against the Trump 

administration, which is seeking to enlist the help of local police to carry out its promised crackdown on 

illegal immigration. The proposal would prohibit local and state agencies from using state resources to 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/13/californias-sanctuary-state-bill-clears-hurdle-moves-to-senate/


communicate with federal agents, with a few exceptions — such as task forces involving federal and local 

agencies. 

  

“It’s not a matter of ideology. It’s a matter of common sense,” said the bill’s author, Senate President Pro 

Tem Kevin de León. “Our communities will become more and not less dangerous when local police 

officers are pulled from their duties to pull otherwise law-abiding maids, bus boys, gardeners and day 

laborers for immigration violations.” 

  

The bill officially titled the California Values Act advanced Monday on a party-line vote, despite 

opposition from the California State Sheriffs’ Association and other groups, at a packed and testy Senate 

appropriations committee hearing. The sheriffs association remained opposed even after the recent 

amendments, such as one that would ensure the feds receive a 60-day notice before certain violent felons 

are released from state prison or local custody. Previously, the bill wouldn’t have allowed such explicit 

communication about an inmate’s release. 

  

While not enough to convert the sheriffs association, the concession prompted Assemblyman Jim Cooper, 

a law enforcement veteran and moderate Democrat from Elk Grove, to sign on as a co-author. 

SB 54 was advanced as an “urgency bill,” which means it will take effect immediately if it wins support 

from two-thirds of the Senate and the Assembly and is signed by Gov. Jerry Brown, who has not 

indicated whether he will support the legislation. 

  

The bill has the support of labor, religious and civil rights groups but has drawn sharp opposition from 

those who say it will protect criminals, or that the state shouldn’t be going out of its way to shield those 

who entered the country illegally. The hearing room grew tense Monday at times, with audience 

observers on each side laughing, applauding, making sarcastic remarks or shushing one another. 

  

One witness who had testified against the measure cursed at Sen. Scott Wiener as the Democratic senator 

from San Francisco spoke about the fear among his immigrant constituents and the stereotype that 

undocumented immigrants are more likely to commit crime, a characterization he called “absolute 

slander.” 

  

Patricia Bates, a Republican from Southern California who serves as vice chairwoman of the Senate 

appropriations committee, said she worried the state’s policies would leave otherwise law-abiding 

undocumented immigrants vulnerable to criminals who should be deported. She noted that some violent 

crimes, including corporal abuse of children and assault with a deadly weapon, were not covered in the 

new amendment. 

“Individuals involved in this kind of crime are predators for people who live in these communities,” she 

said. 



  

Sen. Jim Nielsen, R-Roseville, suggested more amendments but said he doubted he would ever support 

such a measure, regardless of its final form. “This will set up a safe haven for criminals,” he said. “They 

will come to California. Why? They will be protected.” 

  

Sen. Steven Bradford, D-Inglewood, said he, too, had received calls from concerned constituents, and that 

he appreciated the amendments that de León made last week. 

Like his Republican colleagues, Bradford said, “We’re very much committed to making our communities 

safer.” But, he added, “I think we’d all agree that mass deportation is not the answer.” 

  

Wiener said he worries public safety will be compromised if crime victims or witnesses fear going to the 

police with information. Anxiety about the Trump administration’s policies on immigration is 

widespread, he said. “What gives me fear and a lot of people fear,” he said, “is that we have children who 

are scared to go to school because they’re worried they’ll come home from school and their mom or dad 

might be gone.” 
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Metro imagines a future without federal funding, and it isn’t pretty  
Martine Powers  

The Washington Post 

Metro track walkers enter the tunnel between the Waterfront Station and L’Enfant Plaza Metro Station, 

the day after an incident where a Yellow Line train filled with smoke, leading to the death of one woman 

and forcing 80 passengers to seek medical attention on Jan. 12, 2015. (Photo by Amanda Voisard/For the 

Washington Post) 

General Manager Paul J. Wiedefeld has a warning: If you think things on Metro are bad now, just wait to 

see what would happen if the transit agency loses its federal funding. 

  

Even more speed restrictions. Maintenance work scheduled at a plodding pace. Bouts of single-tracking 

that would last for months instead of weeks. Think of it as SafeTrack: Part II — the longer, slower 

version. 

  

“The issues that we’ve been going through will be longer and deeper,” Wiedefeld said earlier this week, 

speaking at a news conference organized by the American Public Transportation Association. “The 

customer, what they have had to go through in the last year — could you imagine if we didn’t have the 

finances to do what we’re doing now, and we had to stretch that over further time? What impacts that 

would have on customers?” 

  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/dr-gridlock/wp/2017/03/15/metro-imagines-a-future-without-federal-funding-and-it-isnt-pretty/?utm_term=.2b466572653b


That’s what the future would hold for the Washington region if the federal budget axes the current levels 

of funding allocated to Metro, he said. 

  

“Unfortunately, we’ve been the prime example — probably throughout the country — of what happens 

when you don’t invest in infrastructure,” Wiedefeld added, “and you get to the point where you have to 

impact customers and the customer service experience just to do the basics.” 

  

Wiedefeld’s dramatic forecast was a significant departure from his usually measured tones. His comments 

came at APTA’s legislative conference in downtown D.C., where the heads of public transit systems from 

around the country made the case for why their agencies deserve a piece of the funding pie in President 

Trump’s forthcoming trillion-dollar infrastructure package — and addressed the very real possibility that 

they will see funding to their agencies dramatically reduced in coming years. 

[Trump promised $1 trillion for infrastructure, but the estimated need is $4.5 trillion] 

  

Though there is a long history of bipartisan support for national infrastructure investment, Republicans 

have traditionally been more wary of using that money to pay for public transit. 

  

The Republican Party platform released last summer argued that public transit agencies should be 

eliminated from the list of Highway Trust Fund recipients, arguing that mass transit “should not be the 

business of the federal government” because it is “an inherently local affair that serves only a small 

portion of the population.” 

  

Some transit leaders have expressed optimism that Trump’s package will include a sizable apportionment 

for mass transit systems. On Monday, Trump met with Wiedefeld and D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser (D) 

to talk about preparations for the looming snowstorm — a sign to some that Trump has an eye for the role 

that infrastructure plays in the day-to-day lives of Americans. 

“We’re in an era where we have many issues that divide us, but I think we can agree — and hopefully the 

president and Congress can reach an agreement — that infrastructure and public transit is one of those 

issues that can unite us,” said Richard White, APTA’s acting president and chief executive officer. 

  

APTA contends that transit investment is a long-term spark for economic growth. According to their 

research, Trump could create 10 million jobs over a 10-year period by investing one-fifth of the trillion-

dollar infrastructure package in mass transit. 

  

But even with those glowing projections from transit lobbyists, there is significant cause for alarm at 

transit agencies around the country about the potential for de-funding. At Monday’s news conference, 

Chicago Transit Authority President Dorval Carter painted a picture of his own agency’s future with big 

cuts in federal funding — one that looked quite similar to Metro’s. 



“That means less reliable service. That means additional slow zones. That means additional construction 

work. That means delays for our customers,” Carter said. “At the end of the day, my ability to provide 

reliable service that our customers want and expect is directly tied to the ability to have the funding to 

support the service that we provide.” 

  

Eric Wolf, general manager of Altoona Metro Transit in central Pennsylvania, said that small agencies 

like his own are already making do with less-than-optimal equipment. He’s seeking a boost in money 

from the federal government to make basic upgrades. 

“I have six buses back home that are more than 40 years old,” Wolf said. “Most of us, including little old 

Altoona — and apparently, big bad Chicago — will be using those funds to get our fleets and our 

facilities back to a state of good repair.” 

  

And Michael Terry, president and chief executive officer of the Indianapolis Public Transportation 

Corporation, said that the asks from public transit agencies are relatively modest. He pointed to recent 

investments made by his agency to increase the size of the bus fleet, shifting from the 86th-largest in the 

country to the 68th-largest fleet. But, he points out, Indianapolis is America’s 13th-largest metropolitan 

area. 

  

“It’s not like we’re skyrocketing to a Cadillac system,” Terry said. “We’re rightsizing and putting mass 

transit where it’s going to be most productive.” 

  

But even as public transit agencies are gearing up for a potential fight on federal funding, they’re also 

hopeful about another frontier where they may have more agreement with Trump and Republican 

members of Congress: federal regulations. Reducing red tape and streamlining the execution of big 

projects would help save major agencies millions of dollars in expenses for capital projects, officials at 

the press conference said. 

  

Terry cited a common joke among transit administrators who bemoan the years that it takes to approve, 

launch and complete a major endeavor like the construction of a light-rail line. 

  

Want to know how to expedite the process? 

“It’s simple,” he said. “Don’t ask the federal government for anything.” 
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BART Phase 2 Federal Funding Coverage 
KPIX News 

Channel 5 

http://mms.tveyes.com/Transcript.asp?StationID=959&DateTime=3/16/2017%2011:16:25%20PM&Term=+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22San%20Jose%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+VTA+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Silicon%20Valley%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Santa%20Clara%20Valley%20Transportation%20Authority%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22South%20Bay%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Measure%20A%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Ken%20Yeager%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Michael%20Burns%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Bernice%20Alaniz%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Brandi%20Childress%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Berryessa%22+%22B.A.R.T.%22%20+%22Milpitas%22&PlayClip=TRUE
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Trump Transportation Plan Could Derail Bay Area Transit Projects 
Dan Brekke      

KQED 

It’s a long way from becoming law, but the Trump administration’s proposed budget for transportation 

comes with a message for traffic-choked regions like the Bay Area: If you want big new transit projects to 

ease the congestion you’re seeing, or if you’re looking to make major new investments so your existing 

transit systems work better, that’s your business — the federal government’s not going to help. 

  

The administration’s preliminary spending plan, made public Thursday, would end the Department of 

Transportation’s Capital Improvement Grant program, an initiative that has been crucial to big-ticket 

projects in the Bay Area, across the state and throughout the nation. 

  

Trump administration transportation budget 

  

The preliminary proposal for the Department of Transportation recommends cutting discretionary 

spending by 13 percent, from $18.6 billion to $16.2 billion, in fiscal year 2018. Here are major cuts and 

changes in current programs: 

  

End support for Amtrak’s long-distance intercity trains like the California Zephyr, which runs from 

Emeryville to Chicago, and the Coast Starlight, from Los Angeles to Seattle. 

End a program that helps pay for commercial air service to small cities — in California, we’re talking 

about places like the North Coast town of Crescent City and the San Joaquin Valley communities of 

Merced and Visalia. 

  

Privatize the nation’s air traffic control system. 

In the past, the grant program has helped fund BART’s extension to San Francisco International Airport, 

the San Francisco’s Central Subway project, now under construction and due to open in 2019, and the 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority’s BART extension into San Jose, the first phase of which is 

due to open later this year. 

  

https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2017/03/16/trump-transportation-plan-could-derail-bay-area-transit-projects/


Elimination of the program, also known as New Starts, is far from a done deal. Thursday’s budget 

proposal is just the first step in a long process that won’t conclude until the fall, and New Starts has 

enjoyed wide support, even in a fiscally conservative, Republican-dominated Congress. 

  

But major Bay Area transit agencies are expressing concern, because the program figures prominently in 

plans to aid a series of ambitious projects that local officials say are crucial to adding capacity to the 

region’s overtaxed transit services. The initiatives include: 

  

Caltrain’s request for $647 million to help pay for electrification of its line from Silicon Valley to 

downtown San Francisco. 

  

A BART project seeking between $900 million and $1 billion to modernize its train control system, 

upgrade its electrical equipment, finish work on a new maintenance center in Hayward and supplement its 

Fleet of the Future with 306 new train cars. 

  

The VTA’s request for $1.5 billion to extend BART to downtown San Jose. 

The Trump proposal would apparently honor several billion dollars’ worth of projects that have already 

obtained what the Department of Transportation calls a Full-Funding Grant Agreement, a document akin 

to a contract. But none of the Bay Area projects are quite at that point. The grants are contingent on a 

range of factors, including obtaining local and state funding and a sound financial plan, including making 

sure transit agencies are prepared to pay for cost overruns. 

  

The Caltrain electrification project was at the very threshold of getting its final funding agreement in 

place last month when the Department of Transportation put the funding request on hold. 

  

Seamus Murphy, Caltrain’s chief spokesman, said in an email from Washington, D.C., on Thursday that 

the electrification proposal “continues to be in limbo.” 

  

“The project checks all of the boxes that the administration has said it wants to accomplish through 

infrastructure investment,” Murphy said. “Caltrain electrification is the most shovel-ready transit project 

in the country, and we hope to be counted as an existing FFGA in whatever budget is ultimately 

approved.” 

  

BART’s grant request is a key part of its plan to expand service between the East Bay and San Francisco. 

Funding would help pay for a new train control system and to increase the number of new cars the district 

is buying from 775 to 1,081. 



  

BART says the new control system would allow it to send 30 cars per hour through the Transbay Tube 

instead of the current 23. Taking that step and adding the extra cars would expand passenger capacity by 

49 percent, the agency says. 

  

The project “is critical for us,” BART spokesman Jim Allison said. “Most of our riders are going through 

the Transbay Tube and our peak-hour trains are packed. If we can get more trains through there, we can 

absorb additional riders and make more room for people who are riding now in cramped quarters.” 

  

VTA spokesperson Linh Hoang emphasized that the spending proposal released today is preliminary and 

that the budget process — with a more complete fiscal plan due later in the spring followed by 

congressional revisions — has a long way to go. 

  

“We’re moving forward as planned” on the BART extension to San Jose, she said. “We’re hoping that 

Congress will see the value of this project and intervene to get it funded.” 

  

And if that doesn’t happen? 

  

“We will be working diligently to fill that funding gap. This is a project our county has wanted for a long 

time — for decades,” Hoang said, noting that voters have passed two major sales tax measures to support 

the BART extension. 
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Here are 16 big transit projects that could be out of luck under the Trump budget  
Michael Laris March  

The Washington Post 

Bay Area Rapid Transit travelers wait to board an arriving train. (AP Photo/Ben Margot) 

President Trump’s proposed budget would cut off access to a major source of transit funding, known as 

New Starts. Projects that already have signed final agreements for federal funds could proceed. But others 

that have been working with the Federal Transit Administration, sometimes for years, would be out of 

luck. 

  

“Future investments in new transit projects would be funded by the localities that use and benefit from 

these localized projects,” according to Trump’s spending plan. 

  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/dr-gridlock/wp/2017/03/17/here-are-16-big-transit-projects-that-could-be-out-of-luck-under-the-trump-budget/?utm_term=.26f2c04cc70f


Such a shift would leave many projects with big holes in their expected funding. Among them are a major 

rail project in Silicon Valley, a subway line extension in Los Angeles, a light rail line connecting Durham 

and Chapel Hill in North Carolina, a commuter rail project in Lake County, Indiana and a new tunnel 

from New Jersey to Manhattan, among other efforts. 

  

“Without federal funds, that project would not be able to move forward,” said Mike Charbonneau, 

communications director for GoTriangle, the regional transit provider working on the 17.7 mile North 

Carolina project, which is still hoping for more than $1 billion in federal money. 

  

Seeking to find a silver lining in all the uncertainty, Charbonneau added that “our staff feels confident that 

the federal budget negotiations will ultimately recognize the value of transit investment, including access 

to jobs and education.” 

  

Linh Hoang, a spokeswoman for an effort to extend a Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) line 

through downtown San Jose and to the City of Santa Clara, said authorities are hearing “contradicting 

commitments” on infrastructure from the Trump administration. 

  

Hoang, who works for the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority, pointed to Trump’s 

“commitments to invest $1 trillion in infrastructure vs. recommendations to cut billions of dollars from 

existing transportation and public transit,” saying that contrast is “of course a concern.” 

  

Still, the process remains early and Congress is the final arbiter of what ends up in the budget, she said. 

“We have been working with the federal government for many years,” Hoang said. “We’re going to wait 

and see what the members of the House and Senate will do as they pass budget resolutions, mark up 

appropriations bills, vote on those bills and reconcile differences.” 

  

Plans are still in place to ask for $1.5 billion in federal funds at year’s end. “We’re still on track,” she 

said. 

  

Backers of two major projects — the Portal North Bridge across the Hackensack River and the Hudson 

Tunnel project, which stretches from New Jersey to Manhattan – said the proposed cuts would cause 

major problems. 

  

“Zeroing out funding for New Starts will interrupt both of these critical projects and delay the start of 

construction, which in the case of Portal Bridge, was anticipated to begin this year,” said John D. Porcari, 

interim executive director of the Gateway Program Development Corporation, which is overseeing the 

effort. 



  

The eventual goal of those and related projects is to dramatically increase rail capacity along the 

Northeast Corridor, said Porcari, a former Maryland transportation secretary and top U.S. Department of 

Transportation official. He called it “the most urgent infrastructure project in America.” 

  

Here, according to the latest Federal Transit Administration data, are 16 projects that do not have the “full 

funding grant agreements” Trump’s budget would require for receiving the New Starts grants. If that 

requirement sticks, the projects would have to seek other local, state or federal sources. 

  

Phoenix Light Rail 

  

Los Angeles Westside Subway Extension (Section 3) 

  

San Jose and Santa Clara BART Silicon Valley extension (Phase 2) 

  

Santa Ana/Garden Grove Streetcar 

  

Fort Lauderdale Streetcar 

  

Lake County, Indiana Commuter Rail 

  

Maryland Purple Line 

  

Minneapolis Light Rail (Blue Line) 

  

Minneapolis Light Rail (Southwest) 

  

Durham-Chapel Hill Light Rail 

  

New York – New Jersey Hudson Tunnel 
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Trump's budget would wreak economic havoc in Silicon Valley, officials say 
Jody Meacham 

Silicon Valley Business Journal 

President Donald Trump’s newly proposed budget, if enacted, would cut or eliminate a slew of programs 

from education to housing to transportation that are dear to Silicon Valley residents and its economy. 

  

“From a broad prioritization perspective, we feel that the White House’s initial budget misses the mark,” 

said Matt Mahood, president and CEO of the Silicon Valley Organization. He said the organization, 

previously known as the chamber of commerce, “has long advocated for strong investments in 

infrastructure, education, research and development in emerging technologies, and economic 

development assistance for business of all sizes; this initial proposal puts many of these core guiding 

principles in jeopardy.” 

  

While some commentators have shown concern about the Trump administration’s downgrading of the 

CEA, a recent U.S. News article explained why “Trump Doesn’t Need Economists,” as the headline 

declared. 

Enlarge 

While some commentators have shown concern about the Trump administration’s downgrading… more 

  

The so-called “skinny budget” deals only with federal discretionary spending, which excludes the large 

entitlement programs such as Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid. Nevertheless, it includes entire 

cabinet-level departments like Defense, State, Labor and Transportation. 

  

The budget proposal explicitly positions the federal spending plan as a classic “guns vs. butter” battle by 

paying for a $54 billion increase in defense spending with cuts elsewhere to pay for it. 

  

“The core of my first Budget Blueprint is the rebuilding of our Nation’s military without adding to our 

Federal deficit,” Trump’s budget message reads. 

  

Santa Clara County Executive Jeff Smith estimated the loss of county funding at about $500 million, 

which would translate to layoffs of about 3,800 of the 19,000 workers that make county government the 

largest local employer. 

  

“That means people missing their mortgages, more people on welfare — it’d be a huge negative impact 

on the economy of the entire region,” he said. 

  

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/16/its-hard-to-find-a-fan-of-the-new-trump-budget-in.html


Historically, Presidential budgets are not passed without amendments, often substantial, by Congress. 

President Obama’s last proposed budget was rejected outright. 

  

But the significance of the Trump proposal is that it reveals in a very concrete way the governing 

priorities of a new president whose party controls both houses of Congress. 

  

In general, the budget reflects long-held Republican philosophies calling for less federal involvement in 

areas of public life involving education, health and social services. 

  

And in many ways the public and congressional debate already under way has the potential to mirror the 

debate over Obamacare, in which ideology of federal cutbacks meets the realities of impacts on human 

beings. 

  

“Between this budget and the proposed substitute for Obamacare, we face a future in which tens of 

millions of our most vulnerable residents are placed in greater peril,” San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo said. 

“It falls upon cities and local gov to help keep our most struggling communities afloat. 

  

Carl Guardino, president and CEO of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, called the budget “an 

abdication of federal responsibility on numerous priorities. In the context that California is a donor state, 

we pay more in taxes than we get back. This will heighten that fiscal imbalance.” 

  

Guardino was in Washington earlier this week lobbying for restoration of Caltrain’s $647 million 

electrification grant. Caltrain spokesman Seamus Murphy said because that grant was already in the 

pipeline, its restoration is less affected by the budget proposal than those yet to be applied for. The biggest 

of those New Starts transportation grants is $1.5 billion to extend BART to downtown San Jose, which 

would be eliminated by Thursday’s budget proposal. 

  

“We’re waiting. Congress has yet to weigh in,” said Linh Hoang, spokeswoman for the Valley 

Transportation Authority, which plans to apply for the grant once environmental clearances are received 

at the end of this year. County residents voted in November to tax themselves to pay for the local match 

for the BART extension. 

  

As with the Caltrain grant, the local worry about transportation funding was that California’s deep blue 

status politically made its federal funding requests uniquely vulnerable. 

  

Guardino said the Trump budget tosses that theory out the window. 



“This isn’t just difficult for blue states,” he said. “This makes almost all states who care about transit and 

traffic and affordable homes black and blue. 
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Here's how California high-speed rail escaped federal budget cuts 
Jody Meacham 

Silicon Valley Business Journal 

Two days ago, if asked to name the shakiest transportation project in California, you’d have to say high-

speed rail, which took eight years to get from bond approval to digging a hole in the ground and is 

building slowly southward in the San Joaquin Valley. 

  

Following Thursday’s release of President Donald Trump’s first federal budget proposal though, you’d 

have to say that high-speed rail is as solid as any project in the state. 

Why? 

  

Because high-speed rail can’t be cut from the federal budget — it hasn't been in the budget for years — 

while nearly every other transportation project in the state and nation is. 

  

High-speed rail’s federal funding faucet was turned off in 2010 when it received its last federal grant. Its 

last federal construction money, already awarded, will be spent by fall. Since its most recent business plan 

last year, the California High-Speed Rail Authority has maintained that it will have enough funding from 

state sources alone to finish building its initial operating segment and launch revenue passenger service in 

eight years. 

  

“We wouldn’t be opposed to federal funding being available for high-speed rail,” spokeswoman Lisa 

Marie Alley was quick to say. 

  

Each of high-speed rail’s state funding sources does have its problems. The cap-and-trade market is 

floundering and will need state legislation to repair. Lawsuits could derail Proposition 1A funding 

approved by voters in 2008. 

  

But those problems can be solved without Washington’s help. 

  

Elsewhere across California — from Caltrain and BART-to-San Jose in the north to Los Angeles’ purple 

line subway extension in the south — billions in local and state funds have been committed through voter 

referenda and legislative appropriations for projects that would die under the proposed Trump budget. 

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/17/heres-how-high-speed-rail-escaped-federal-budget.html


  

In Seattle, a $54 billion project to add 62 miles of light rail and bus lines could be without nearly $8 

billion in federal grants. Los Angeles voters approved $120 billion in transportation improvements in 

November that depend on up to 19 percent more from the feds. 

  

The same is true throughout the United States, where transportation projects from streets to subways are 

cobbled together with a mixture of federal, state and local funding. 

  

The federal money comes from programs like the 2015 FAST (Fixing America’s Surface Transportation) 

Act, which helps local transit agencies purchase new buses; New Starts, which the Valley Transportation 

Authority is counting on for $1.5 billion to match $2.5 billion in local and state funds to build the BART 

subway in San Jose; and TIGER (Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery) grants like 

the $46 million spent to replace San Francisco’s Doyle Drive approach to the Golden Gate Bridge with 

the Presidio Parkway. 

  

Cutting or eliminating those programs accounts for much of the 13 percent cut Trump proposes to the 

U.S. Department of Transportation’s $18.6 billion budget. 

  

Other transportation cuts include privatizing the nation’s air traffic control system, eliminating Amtrak’s 

long-distance trains and doing away with subsidies for airline service in rural areas. 

  

“I cannot imagine that a budget, which pulls the rug out from under major infrastructure projects, will get 

us any closer to the transportation system that this country and its economy needs for the next century,” 

San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo said. 

  

Mineta San Jose International Airport spokeswoman Rebecca Baer said officials are closely monitoring 

what happens to Trump’s proposal. 

  

The cuts “could have an impact to grant funding for construction projects,” she said. “While an increase 

to Department of Homeland Security funding is being proposed, much of the increase appears to go to 

border security and Immigration and Customs Enforcement, which would necessitate a reduction of 

services in other parts of the budget including the funding provided to recruit, train, or hire new Customs 

and Border Protection Officers at airports. Another item of note is the proposed elimination of Law 

Enforcement Grants, which currently help pay for law enforcement presence at airports.” 
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Roadshow: Toll lanes’ double white lines will disappear 
Gary Richards 

San Jose Mercury News 

Q Caltrans should rethink this usage of white lines in the case of toll lanes. Every time I drive on 

Interstate 680 I see at least one driver enter or exit the toll lane illegally by crossing over the double white 

lines. 

Gregg Schlaman, Boulder Creek 

A It will get simpler. In a couple of years the double white lines on south 680 in the Sunol area will be 

replaced with single dashed lines, which will allow drivers to move in and out when safe to do so. Double 

white lines will be limited to tough merging areas. 

However, for the sake of consistency on both sides of the freeway, this won’t happen until the northbound 

express lanes are added in 2019. 

  

Drivers illegally crossing double white lines has been a big complaint even though this helps traffic flow 

better and reduces the number of lane changes. 

  

Q When will the express lanes on Interstate 680 from Walnut Creek through San Ramon open, and what 

will the tolls be during rush hour for the full length of these lanes? 

  

It irks me to no end that Caltrans is converting an existing HOV lane with no toll and limited hours to an 

express lane where tolls will be required 15 hours a day from 5 a.m. to 8 p.m. How will that improve 

traffic? I wouldn’t object if they actually added a lane like they did on 580 east. 

Larry Ronhaar, Walnut Creek 

A Testing is now under way, and the toll lanes should be ready later this year. The price will be similar to 

the maximum charge on 580 — up to $9, but lower when traffic is lighter. The average toll is a couple of 

bucks. 

  

Q A couple of weeks ago was my first time using the segment of I-580 with these new express lanes. At 

that time several signs read “HOV 2+…no toll.” My interpretation was that these were toll lanes but that 

carpoolers were exempt. I was carpooling, so I decided to enter the lanes. 

It turns out they want the driver to purchase a transponder and set it to some mode of driving with a 

carpool. None of this I knew. This is very confusing for people who do not live in the Bay Area. 

Jacob Hoover, Sacramento 

A I know. All drivers using the express lanes on 580 need a FasTrak transponder, which will also be true 

on all future express lanes. 

  

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/17/cheers-those-double-white-lines-on-express-lanes-going-away/


Q A big thank you to Caltrans for repaving 580 over the Altamont Pass! Well overdue. It is beautiful to 

drive over the fresh pavement.Tamara Saban 

A I agree. 

  

Q When will Caltrans clean up the graffiti on Highway 24 by the Caldecott Tunnel at Hiller Highlands? 

It’s been there for weeks, and is large and ugly. 

Susan Anacker, Orinda 

A Pothole-filling takes priority, then graffiti removal. By summer perhaps. 

  

Q We had a car accident with only minor damage (paint scrapes), which we have taken care of. Do we 

have to file an accident report with the DMV? 

Cellia Esparza 

  

A No. Your damage was under $300. If there was damage of more than $1,000 or anyone was injured (no 

matter how minor) or killed, you must file a report within 10 days. 
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Major changes for SF parking, driving speed on the way 
Joe Fitzgerald Rodriguez  

SF Examiner 

Hold onto your steering wheels, drivers. 

Two of the top concerns for San Francisco drivers — parking and congestion on streets — may 

soon be addressed in big ways by a suite of new proposals from The City. 

Residential parking may become easier at the expense of visitor parking, for instance, and some 

streets will be made less appealing to drivers escaping busy thoroughfares. Collectively, the 

efforts could shift driving patterns across San Francisco. 

The San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency is proposing a stricter cap on residential 

parking permits issued in The City, from four permits to a household to perhaps only two, or 

maybe limited to one permit per driver. 

The cap might make it possible for more parking to be found on San Francisco streets in 

neighborhoods where visitors cars park in “high rates” and displace residents’ cars. “I don’t think 

http://www.sfexaminer.com/major-changes-sf-parking-driving-speed-way/


anyone envisions this as being a silver bullet,” said Hank Willson, parking policy manager at the 

SFMTA. “But it certainly has the potential to help.” 

The permit cap and other restrictions are part of a new pilot being proposed for a section of north 

Bernal Heights and in the Dogpatch. 

Sarah Buecher, a San Francisco resident who attended a recent SFMTA open house, told the San 

Francisco Examiner she relies on her car to commute to Brisbane. The SFMTA has instituted 

recent policies to dissuade people from driving in The City, she said. “I think that’s true in some 

cases,” she said, “but then there are people like me who — I have no way to get to my job 

without a car.” 

In Bernal Heights, one pilot project area, nearly half of all homes have no off-street parking, 

according to the SFMTA. 

The Dogpatch has different needs, as visitors to merchant areas take up parking needed by 

residents. A pilot program may see two-hour parking in the Dogpatch become metered. 

The problem is only getting worse. In some neighborhoods, existing rules have prompted the 

SFMTA to issue far more residential parking permits than there are available parking spaces. 

Chinatown, Russian Hill, North Beach, parts of the Castro, Pacific Heights and other dense 

neighborhoods see residents with 122 to 138 percent permits issued more than parking spaces 

exist, SFMTA data shows. “I think it’s fairly unique,” Willson said of the density of permits. 

“We have the biggest car density of any city in the country.” 

The most comparable city parking-density wise to San Francisco may be Toronto, he said, where 

residential parking permits are capped to the number of parking spaces available. 

The residential parking permit pilot may go before the SFMTA Board of Directors by summer, 

Willson said. 

Meanwhile, the SFMTA is also testing the waters on a new proposal it calls “Neighborways,” a 

term for projects meant to address the growing trend of high-traffic spillover from busy 

thoroughfares into residential neighborhoods. 

In other words, a Neighborway is meant to be kryptonite to cut-through traffic in sleepy 

neighborhoods, where The City wants to promote walking and bicycling. 

The first Neighborway proposal is slated for Page Street, between Webster and Market streets, 

where spillover traffic from a major thoroughfare, Oak Street, has turned a tiny neighborhood 

street into a mini freeway. 



That’s especially problematic for nearby John Muir Elementary school, SFMTA officials said, 

where Page Street sees daily traffic of 5,500 vehicles — whereas ideal traffic for that street is 

1,500 vehicles. 

Ray Zablotny, who lives near Page Street, attended an SFMTA open house for Neighborways on 

March 15. He told the Examiner there’s “just a madness of people making turns,” and hoped the 

project could help. “It feels like we’re at a boiling point for traffic in The City,” said Casey 

Hildreth, project manager of the Neighborway. “Page [Street] is a poster child for that.” 

The Neighborway consists of a suite of engineering changes, from raised crosswalks to “traffic 

diversions,” in an effort to reduce the number of cars on Page Street and slow them down. 

Not everyone was a fan. One member of the public wrote on a poster board meant for public 

feedback, “NO — [this proposal] shifts the problem to Haight, Laguna, Buchanan, and Webster 

… likely to make the Haight-Laguna section more dangerous.” 

If it’s successful, Neighborways could replicate throughout The City. “There’s a certain 

maximum amount of traffic” that can fit in The City, Hildreth said. “We’re well above that. 

We’re double that.” 
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Why downtown businesses are worried about BART's San Jose subway 

construction 

Silicon Valley Business Journal  

San Jose’s own “Big Dig,” the second phase of the BART extension to Santa Clara County, which 

plans to tunnel beneath downtown on its way to Santa Clara, has generated plenty of worried 

comments from downtown businesses and conflicting recommendations. 

Some of the business community's biggest concerns center around: 

 Location of the so-called Downtown Station, which will be beneath Santa Clara Street 

 Whether additional parking will be built for the subway station at Diridon Station 

 Compensation for business disruption along Santa Clara Street during the years of 

subway construction 

The concerns are revealed in letters to the Valley Transportation Authority, which is in charge 

of building the BART line within Santa Clara County. Comments were generated in response to 

the VTA’s draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Subsequent Environmental 

Impact Report, otherwise known as an SEIS/SEIR. 
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VTA hopes to respond to the comments and complete a final SEIS/SEIR for the project by the 

end of this year so it can be environmentally cleared by the Federal Transit Administration and 

apply for $1.5 billion in federal matching funds. 

County voters approved the Measure B sales tax increase in November that, among other 

things, will provide $1.5 billion in local funding for the subway. 

At the same time the subway's environmental work is under way, however, the federal 

government’s support for transit projects is a growing mystery. 

President Donald Trump supported a $1 trillion infrastructure program in his campaign, 

inauguration and congressional speeches, but the budget released last week by the White 

House eliminates or severely cuts the agencies and programs that have provided this funding in 

the past. 

VTA spokeswoman Stacey Hendler Ross said responses to several of the concerns can't be 

made until the transit agency makes a final decision on whether the project is a single-bore 

tunnel containing two tracks or twin bores with a single track in each tube. 

"What we want to do is let businesses in the downtown corridor know we’re going to be 

working with them to ensure the impacts will be as minimal as possible," she said. "We even 

built into the contract certain mandates to make sure that businesses are taken into 

consideration with a focus on minimizing the impact." 

Here are the major concerns raised in the letters in more detail:  

Downtown station 

Two location options are under review. The west option would stretch underground beneath 

Market and Third streets nearest the downtown core. The east option would stretch from Third 

to Fifth Street nearer City Hall and San Jose State University. 

SPUR, a Bay Area urban planning advocacy organization, and BART itself (since BART isn’t the 

project builder, it comments as the future operator) wrote letters supporting the west station 

option, which pits them against San Jose State, which favors the east station. 

Both SPUR and BART say the station should be located nearer the jobs in downtown because 

they say it would generate more ridership when the subway opens in 2025. 

“San Jose is planning to add 58,500 new jobs and 14,360 new housing units in downtown, but 

only 795 jobs and 850 housing units in the East Santa Clara Urban Village (between North 7th 

and North 17th streets),” said SPUR in a letter signed by Teresa Alvarado, director of its San 

Jose office. “The number of office workers who will ride transit decreases the farther they are 

from transit." 

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/16/its-hard-to-find-a-fan-of-the-new-trump-budget-in.html
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SPUR cited a study that people who work within a quarter-mile of a rail station are twice as 

likely to ride transit than those who worked farther away. "Thus, people who work in 

downtown’s growing office district may not walk the extra few blocks to BART if it is to the 

east," Alvarado said. 

San Jose State’s letter, signed by Vice President/CFO Charlie Faas, argues potential ridership is 

higher with the east option. 

“With approximately 6,000 employees, SJSU is one of downtown San Jose’s largest (if not the 

largest) employers,” Faas wrote. "With a daily concentration of 40,000 daytime visitors, many 

of whom are already committed to mass transit use, SJSU will perennially be the downtown’s 

greatest single generator of BART ridership in this corridor; that alone suggests that the station 

should be located as close as possible to the campus.” 

Both sides of the debate acknowledge that the west option means that VTA’s light rail lines on 

First and Second streets would be cut and service handled via a bus bridge for an extended 

period during station construction. 

Hendler Ross said no decision will be made until the City of San Jose weighs in, which could 

come in a June City Council meeting. 

BART parking at Diridon Station 

Jeffrey Lawson, attorney for the San Jose Sharks, wrote a 20-page letter saying the team is 

“incredibly disappointed” that BART’s Diridon Station will not include a parking garage, which it 

says has been part of the plans for more than a decade. 

Despite being a Measure B supporter, the Sharks say the garage is necessary because the 2 

percent of event patrons at SAP Center who use light rail is “trivial” and there is no evidence 

that BART would be used by a significant number of arena customers. 

“Past predictions of mass transit use for Arena events have been grossly overestimated,” 

Lawson’s letter says. 

SPUR did not mention the Diridon Station but Alvarado wrote that it was delighted that the 

downtown station includes no additional parking and says the number of parking spaces VTA 

intends to provide at the Santa Clara and Alum Rock stations is too great. 

Hendler Ross said previous environmental documents showed a parking garage at Diridon 

Station for transit patrons but further analysis showed that eliminating the garage would not 

harm ridership and would save $50 million. "There was no 'promise' to build a parking garage 

that could be used by SAP patrons," she said. 

Compensation for business disruption 

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Charlie%20Faas
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Jeffrey%20Lawson


The San Jose Downtown Association was created in large part by downtown businesses 

organizing during light rail construction in the 1980s to successfully demand compensation 

while First and Second streets were unusable, said executive director Scott Knies. 

“The cumulative effect of road closures, detours, sidewalk closures, noise, dust, haul routes, 

loss of parking, utility interruption and the inevitable emergencies/delays/unforeseen items will 

impact every business, residence and property in vicinity of the station boxes from Mucho’s to 

SAP Center,” Knies wrote. “To not proactively plan for a financial impact program in the 

document is a profound omission.” 

Hendler Ross said that VTA has "a long history of completing projects with minimal impact and 

working with businesses to mitigate issues." Compensation during the construction of the Alum 

Rock Bus Rapid Transit construction was an aberration because unexpected issues came up. 

"The construction impacts (for BART) are going to be different depending on which option we 

use, the single or the twin (bore tunnels)." 

In releasing its draft SEIS/SEIR earlier this year for public comment, VTA officials said the single-

bore option, never before been used in the U.S., would eliminate many of the surface impacts 

that the project could cause. 

In the single-bore option, inbound and outbound BART lines would be stacked atop each other 

within a single 45-foot diameter tube to be dug by an underground tunneling machine. The 

stations would also be contained within the tube, eliminating the need for most street 

disruption along Santa Clara. 

The twin-bore option BART uses in its other subway sections would also be bored by tunnel 

machines but the stations would require digging up three- to four-block sections of the street. 

BART currently leans toward twin-bore tunnels for operational reasons, its letter says. It cites 

the greater depth necessary for the single bore as raising convenience and emergency concerns 

and the narrower station platforms as a potential safety problem. 

“BART will continue to work with VTA as the project moves forward to make the decision on 

tunneling methodology,” the letter says. 

BART is participating with VTA in a technical analysis report to be finalized later this month, 

according to Hendler Ross. "So far what we know about it is the single bore can meet federal 

and state safety requirements and BART standards." 
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A year later, I-580 pay-to-use lanes are a success, report says 

San Francisco Chronicle 
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The Bay Area’s newest express lanes — on Interstate 580 through the Tri-Valley region of 

Alameda County — are just a year old, but drivers are already pouring into them, eager to pay 

for a quicker commute. 

More drivers will get that option in the next few years as the lanes spread across the Bay Area 

at an accelerated pace. 

Since the combination express and carpool lanes opened in February 2015 on I-580, along the 

main route between the Bay Area and the Central Valley, more than 7.6 million drivers have 

taken advantage of them, according to a report released Thursday by the Alameda County 

Transportation Commission, which operates the lanes. 

By paying an average toll of $1.62 westbound and $2.13 eastbound, drivers get to drive about 

10 mph faster than those in the other lanes. On an average day, about 11 percent of the 

vehicles traveling on I-580 through the area use the express lanes. That’s about 30,000 cars and 

trucks a day. 

MORE BAY AREA NEWS 

Express lanes are carpool lanes equipped with signs and technology that allow solo drivers to 

buy access using a FasTrak toll tag. They’re charged a continually adjusted toll that rises and 

falls with the level of congestion. Critics deride them as “Lexus lanes,” saying they allow the 

wealthy to buy their way past the backup. But supporters say low-wage workers also use them 

when they’re late for work or to pick up children. Transportation officials say the lanes are a 

way of using the unused space in carpool lanes while making a little money. 

Either way, the lanes play a big role in the Bay Area’s transportation future. So far, the region 

has just 50 miles of express lanes along three stretches of slow-moving freeway, mostly on the 

outskirts of the urban core. But plans call for a regional network that includes 550 miles of them 

around the Bay Area by 2035. By then, every carpool lane will be converted to an express lane 

and gaps between the lanes will be filled in. 

Looking at February alone, the figures show that of the estimated 30,000 vehicles to use the 

580 Express Lanes daily, 52 percent paid a toll and 38 percent legally traveled toll-free under 

diamond lane rules. The percent of toll-lane cheats fell from about 30 percent when the lanes 

opened a year ago to 10 percent last month, the report said. 

The I-580 lanes run from roughly the Interstate 680 junction in Pleasanton to Greenville Road in 

Livermore, a distance of about 11 miles eastbound and 14 miles westbound. 

The Bay Area’s first express lane — over the Sunol Grade on I-680 southbound — opened in 

2010, in a sluggish economy and with relatively free-flowing traffic in most lanes. It drew just 

1,400 toll-payers a day. But with traffic and the economy booming, about 3,600 a day are 

paying to use the lane, also operated by the Alameda County agency. Solo drivers travel about 

11 mph faster and pay an average of $2.45 to use the lane. 
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An increasing number of commuters are also using the Highway 237 Express Lanes, which give 

drivers a fast way through the Interstate 880 interchange in Milpitas. They run 7 miles between 

Dixon Landing Road and Lawrence Expressway in Santa Clara in the westbound direction, and 4 

miles from North First Street in San Jose to Dixon Landing Road on I-880 in the northbound 

direction. About 10,000 drivers a day pay an average of $2.80 and save about seven minutes 

per trip. 

Coming sometime this summer is an express lane between Walnut Creek and San Ramon along 

both directions of Interstate 680. Construction crews have nearly finished installing the 

equipment to convert the existing carpool lanes to collect tolls and will spend the next few 

months making sure it works right. The lanes will run 14 miles in both directions between 

Rudgear Road in Walnut Creek and Alcosta Boulevard in San Ramon. 

“I’m not going to tell anyone they will eliminate congestion. They won’t,” said John Goodwin, a 

spokesman for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, which is planning the regional 

network and will operate the new lane. “But they will make the roadway operate more 

efficiently. We will see reduced congestion at the beginning and end of the peak of the 

commute, but at the peak of the peak, there will still be congestion. It’s not a silver bullet. But it 

will help.” 

Within the next two years, express lanes are also scheduled to start appearing in the Bay Area’s 

busy inner core. They should arrive on Interstate 880 — between Hegenberger Road in Oakland 

and the Santa Clara-Alameda County line southbound and from the county line to Lewelling 

Boulevard near Hayward northbound in early 2019, Goodwin said. 

A year later, express lanes will make their first appearance on Interstate 80, but in suburban 

Solano County, where they’ll stretch westbound on an existing carpool lane between Air Base 

Parkway and Red Top Road in Fairfield. An eastbound express lane will require work to widen 

lanes and won’t open for another couple of years. 

Michael Cabanatuan is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. 

Email: mcabanatuan@sfchronicle.com Twitter: @ctuan 

Using Bay Area express lanes 

To use Bay Area toll lanes, drivers need a FasTrak transponder. Carpool and other qualifying 

vehicles require a special FasTrak Flex transponder that comes with a switch that can be 

adjusted to indicate the number of passengers in a vehicle. 

Transponders are available online at 511.org or bayareafastrak.com, by phone at 511 or (877) 

BAY-TOLL or at Walgreens, Safeway and Costco stores. They are also available at the FasTrak 

customer service center in the Bay Area Metro Center, 375 Beale St., San Francisco. 

San Jose: Two arrested on suspicion of human trafficking, pimping minor 
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Mercury News 

A 22-year-old Santa Clara man and a 19-year-old San Jose woman have been arrested on 

charges of human trafficking and pimping a minor, according to the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s 

Office. 

Quanzell Butcher, 22, of Santa Clara. (Courtesy of 

the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office).  

Quanzell Butcher and Tyairra Beasley were arrested Monday following an investigation by the 

Santa Clara County Law Enforcement to Investigate Human Trafficking Task Force. 

The investigation kicked off Feb. 28 when Sheriff’s Office transit deputies working in downtown 

San Jose contacted the occupants of a vehicle and became suspicious that one of them, a 

teenage girl, might be a victim of human trafficking. 

The case was referred to the task force, which learned the girl was reported missing in late 

2016 to the San Diego County Sheriff’s Department. The 17-year-old told investigators she met 

Butcher and Beasley in February and believed they would help return her to her family. 

“Through manipulation and fear, the suspects exploited her naiveté, forcing her to engage in 

sex acts for their financial benefit,” the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office said in a news 

release. 

Butcher and Beasley were identified as suspects in the case through victim and witness 

interviews, according to the Sheriff’s Office. Beasley is out of custody, but Butcher is being held 

at the Main Jail in San Jose. They are scheduled to appear in Superior Court on March 30. 



The Sheriff’s Office said Butcher was found with a loaded 9mm handgun and also arrested on 

charges of being a felon in possession of a firearm and a probation violation. 

The task force — comprised of investigators from the Sheriff’s Office, the District Attorney’s 

Office, and a deputy district attorney — is responsible for the recovery and reintegration of 

victims of human trafficking and prosecution of suspected pimps and abusers. 

Anyone with information or tips regarding human trafficking cases can contact the task force at 

408-918-4960 or humantrafficking@sheriff.sccgov.org. 
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Here are 16 big transit projects that could be out of luck under the Trump budget 

Washington Post 

President Trump’s proposed budget would cut off access to a major source of transit funding, 

known as New Starts. Projects that already have signed final agreements for federal funds could 

proceed. But others that have been working with the Federal Transit Administration, 

sometimes for years, would be out of luck. 

“Future investments in new transit projects would be funded by the localities that use and 

benefit from these localized projects,” according to Trump’s spending plan. 

Such a shift would leave many projects with big holes in their expected funding. Among them 

are a major rail project in Silicon Valley, a subway line extension in Los Angeles, a light rail line 

connecting Durham and Chapel Hill in North Carolina, a commuter rail project in Lake 

County, Indiana and a new tunnel from New Jersey to Manhattan, among other efforts. 

“Without federal funds, that project would not be able to move forward,” said Mike 

Charbonneau, communications director for GoTriangle, the regional transit provider working on 

the 17.7 mile North Carolina project, which is still hoping for more than $1 billion in federal 

money. 

Seeking to find a silver lining in all the uncertainty, Charbonneau added that “our staff feels 

confident that the federal budget negotiations will ultimately recognize the value of transit 

investment, including access to jobs and education.” 

Linh Hoang, a spokeswoman for an effort to extend a Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) line 

through downtown San Jose and to the City of Santa Clara, said authorities are hearing 

“contradicting commitments” on infrastructure from the Trump administration. 

Hoang, who works for the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority, pointed to Trump’s 

“commitments to invest $1 trillion in infrastructure vs. recommendations to cut billions of 
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dollars from existing transportation and public transit,” saying that contrast is “of course a 

concern.” 

Still, the process remains early and Congress is the final arbiter of what ends up in the budget, 

she said. “We have been working with the federal government for many years,” Hoang said. 

“We’re going to wait and see what the members of the House and Senate will do as they pass 

budget resolutions, mark up appropriations bills, vote on those bills and reconcile differences.” 

Plans are still in place to ask for $1.5 billion in federal funds at year’s end. “We’re still on track,” 

she said. 

Backers of two major projects — the Portal North Bridge across the Hackensack River and the 

Hudson Tunnel project, which stretches from New Jersey to Manhattan – said the proposed 

cuts would cause major problems. 

“Zeroing out funding for New Starts will interrupt both of these critical projects and delay the 

start of construction, which in the case of Portal Bridge, was anticipated to begin this year,” said 

John D. Porcari, interim executive director of the Gateway Program Development Corporation, 

which is overseeing the effort. 

The eventual goal of those and related projects is to dramatically increase rail capacity along 

the Northeast Corridor, said Porcari, a former Maryland transportation secretary and top U.S. 

Department of Transportation official. He called it “the most urgent infrastructure project in 

America.” 

Here, according to the latest Federal Transit Administration data, are 16 projects that do not 

have the “full funding grant agreements” Trump’s budget would require for receiving the New 

Starts grants. If that requirement sticks, the projects would have to seek other local, state or 

federal sources. 

Phoenix Light Rail 

Los Angeles Westside Subway Extension (Section 3) 

San Jose and Santa Clara BART Silicon Valley extension (Phase 2) 

Santa Ana/Garden Grove Streetcar 

Fort Lauderdale Streetcar 

Lake County, Indiana Commuter Rail 

Maryland Purple Line 

Minneapolis Light Rail (Blue Line) 

Minneapolis Light Rail (Southwest) 
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From: Baltao, Elaine  

Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 2:50 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: FYI - OPED in San Jose Mercury News 

 

VTA Board of Directors 

 

Chair Bruins has submitted an Opinion Piece to the San José Mercury News concerning the need 

for federal funding for significant transit projects.  This is particularly timely in light of the 

recent position outlined by the White House seeking to eliminate future federal funding through 

the New Starts and Core Capacity grants programs. 

 

We understand from the editor that the piece will appear on line this evening and in the print 

edition tomorrow.  This is of course subject to their needs and other news stories. 

 

For questions, please contact Jim Lawson at 408.321.5516 

 
Jim Lawson 

Director, Government & Public Relations 

 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 North First Street, Building B 

San Jose, CA 95134-1927 

Phone 408-321-5516 

 

 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  

 

 

 



From: Board Secretary  
Sent: Tuesday, March 21, 2017 3:47 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: March 21, 2017 Media Clips 
 

 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Tuesday, March 21, 2017 

1. KNTV correction re: BART and Skinny Budget (NBC Bay Area) 

2. KSTS-TV Telemundo Transit Redesign (in Spanish) (Telemundo) 

3. BART Sanctuary Debate (KPIX) 

4. BART backs away from 'sanctuary' status amid worries of provoking Trump  (SF Business 

Times) 

5. Why downtown businesses are worried about BART's San Jose subway construction (Silicon 

Valley Business Journal) 

6. Roadshow: Highway 17 driver wants to ban ‘dangerous’ detour (Mercury News) 

 

KNTV correction re: BART and Skinny Budget 

(Link to video) 

KSTS-TV Telemundo Transit Redesign (in Spanish) 

(Link to video) 

BART Sanctuary Debate 

(Link to video) 
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BART backs away from 'sanctuary' status amid worries of provoking Trump 

San Francisco Business Times 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTc1OTIyNjgmTURTZWVkPTU1JlR5cGU9TWVkaWE%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTc1OTIyNTkmTURTZWVkPTgzMDYmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTc1OTIxMTEmTURTZWVkPTc3MDAmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/21/bart-sanctuary-status-donald-trump-funding.html?ana=e_me_set1&s=newsletter&ed=2017-03-21&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1490116751&j=77705371


BART is backing away from an earlier plan to declare the transit system an "sanctuary" space for 

immigrants, after its board of directors heard from its general manager that the label might put 

its federal funding at risk. 

The board of directors was briefed on the matter at a meeting last week. 

 

"A chill went through the room when BART General Manager Grace Crunican said she wanted it 

read into the record that the financially strapped system received about $55 million from the 

federal government last year. The money went for everything from upgrades to the line’s aging 

tracks and train control systems to $1.6 million for police, including $200,000 for BART’s canine 

unit," the San Francisco Chronicle reports. 

"Crunican said the 'unpleasant facts' are that the Trump administration has made threats about 

cutting funding to sanctuary cities — and to sanctuary transit agencies as well." 

BART had earlier backed a plan to make the system a sanctuary haven for immigrants, saying it 

would not cooperate with federal immigration enforcement authorities — but President Donal 

Trump's repeated threats to defund sanctuary cities or spaces (including transit agencies) now 

has the agency exploring other language. The board of directors said other terms it might use 

that could replace"'sanctuary" include “safe zone” or “welcoming”. 

“We’ll see exactly where the language lands,” BART board President Rebecca Saltzmansaid at 

the meeting, “but the important thing is that our immigrant community will know that they will 

be safe and well treated by BART. 
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Why downtown businesses are worried about BART's San Jose subway 

construction 

Silicon Valley Business Journal 

San Jose’s own “Big Dig,” the second phase of the BART extension to Santa Clara County, which 

plans to tunnel beneath downtown on its way to Santa Clara, has generated plenty of worried 

comments from downtown businesses and conflicting recommendations. 

Some of the business community's biggest concerns center around: 

 Location of the so-called Downtown Station, which will be beneath Santa Clara Street 

 Whether additional parking will be built for the subway station at Diridon Station 

 Compensation for business disruption along Santa Clara Street during the years of 

subway construction 

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Grace%20Crunican
http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Worried-about-Trump-BART-rethinks-11014316.php
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Donal%20Trump
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Donal%20Trump
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Rebecca%20Saltzman
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/20/san-jose-downtown-bart-construction.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/20/san-jose-downtown-bart-construction.html
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/bart/156532/?mkt=sanjose


The concerns are revealed in letters to the Valley Transportation Authority, which is in charge 

of building the BART line within Santa Clara County. Comments were generated in response to 

the VTA’s draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Subsequent Environmental 

Impact Report, otherwise known as an SEIS/SEIR. 

VTA hopes to respond to the comments and complete a final SEIS/SEIR for the project by the 

end of this year so it can be environmentally cleared by the Federal Transit Administration and 

apply for $1.5 billion in federal matching funds. 

County voters approved the Measure B sales tax increase in November that, among other 

things, will provide $1.5 billion in local funding for the subway. 

At the same time the subway's environmental work is under way, however, the federal 

government’s support for transit projects is a growing mystery. 

President Donald Trump supported a $1 trillion infrastructure program in his campaign, 

inauguration and congressional speeches, but the budget released last week by the White 

House eliminates or severely cuts the agencies and programs that have provided this funding in 

the past. 

VTA spokeswoman Stacey Hendler Ross said responses to several of the concerns can't be 

made until the transit agency makes a final decision on whether the project is a single-bore 

tunnel containing two tracks or twin bores with a single track in each tube. 

"What we want to do is let businesses in the downtown corridor know we’re going to be 

working with them to ensure the impacts will be as minimal as possible," she said. "We even 

built into the contract certain mandates to make sure that businesses are taken into 

consideration with a focus on minimizing the impact." 

Here are the major concerns raised in the letters in more detail: 

Downtown station 

Two location options are under review. The west option would stretch underground beneath 

Market and Third streets nearest the downtown core. The east option would stretch from Third 

to Fifth Street nearer City Hall and San Jose State University. 

SPUR, a Bay Area urban planning advocacy organization, and BART itself (since BART isn’t the 

project builder, it comments as the future operator) wrote letters supporting the west station 

option, which pits them against San Jose State, which favors the east station. 

Both SPUR and BART say the station should be located nearer the jobs in downtown because 

they say it would generate more ridership when the subway opens in 2025. 

“San Jose is planning to add 58,500 new jobs and 14,360 new housing units in downtown, but 

only 795 jobs and 850 housing units in the East Santa Clara Urban Village (between North 7th 

http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/vta/204182/?mkt=sanjose
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/03/16/its-hard-to-find-a-fan-of-the-new-trump-budget-in.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Stacey%20Hendler%20Ross
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/bart/156532/?mkt=sanjose


and North 17th streets),” said SPUR in a letter signed by Teresa Alvarado, director of its San 

Jose office. “The number of office workers who will ride transit decreases the farther they are 

from transit." 

SPUR cited a study that people who work within a quarter-mile of a rail station are twice as 

likely to ride transit than those who worked farther away. "Thus, people who work in 

downtown’s growing office district may not walk the extra few blocks to BART if it is to the 

east," Alvarado said. 

San Jose State’s letter, signed by Vice President/CFO Charlie Faas, argues potential ridership is 

higher with the east option. 

“With approximately 6,000 employees, SJSU is one of downtown San Jose’s largest (if not the 

largest) employers,” Faas wrote. "With a daily concentration of 40,000 daytime visitors, many 

of whom are already committed to mass transit use, SJSU will perennially be the downtown’s 

greatest single generator of BART ridership in this corridor; that alone suggests that the station 

should be located as close as possible to the campus.” 

Both sides of the debate acknowledge that the west option means that VTA’s light rail lines on 

First and Second streets would be cut and service handled via a bus bridge for an extended 

period during station construction. 

Hendler Ross said no decision will be made until the City of San Jose weighs in, which could 

come in a June City Council meeting. 

BART parking at Diridon Station 

Jeffrey Lawson, attorney for the San Jose Sharks, wrote a 20-page letter saying the team is 

“incredibly disappointed” that BART’s Diridon Station will not include a parking garage, which it 

says has been part of the plans for more than a decade. 

Despite being a Measure B supporter, the Sharks say the garage is necessary because the 2 

percent of event patrons at SAP Center who use light rail is “trivial” and there is no evidence 

that BART would be used by a significant number of arena customers. 

“Past predictions of mass transit use for Arena events have been grossly overestimated,” 

Lawson’s letter says. 

SPUR did not mention the Diridon Station but Alvarado wrote that it was delighted that the 

downtown station includes no additional parking and says the number of parking spaces VTA 

intends to provide at the Santa Clara and Alum Rock stations is too great. 

Hendler Ross said previous environmental documents showed a parking garage at Diridon 

Station for transit patrons but further analysis showed that eliminating the garage would not 

harm ridership and would save $50 million. "There was no 'promise' to build a parking garage 

that could be used by SAP patrons," she said. 

http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Teresa%20Alvarado
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Charlie%20Faas
http://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/search/results?q=Jeffrey%20Lawson


Compensation for business disruption 

The San Jose Downtown Association was created in large part by downtown businesses 

organizing during light rail construction in the 1980s to successfully demand compensation 

while First and Second streets were unusable, said executive director Scott Knies. 

“The cumulative effect of road closures, detours, sidewalk closures, noise, dust, haul routes, 

loss of parking, utility interruption and the inevitable emergencies/delays/unforeseen items will 

impact every business, residence and property in vicinity of the station boxes from Mucho’s to 

SAP Center,” Knies wrote. “To not proactively plan for a financial impact program in the 

document is a profound omission.” 

Hendler Ross said that VTA has "a long history of completing projects with minimal impact and 

working with businesses to mitigate issues." Compensation during the construction of the Alum 

Rock Bus Rapid Transit construction was an aberration because unexpected issues came up. 

"The construction impacts (for BART) are going to be different depending on which option we 

use, the single or the twin (bore tunnels)." 

In releasing its draft SEIS/SEIR earlier this year for public comment, VTA officials said the single-

bore option, never before been used in the U.S., would eliminate many of the surface impacts 

that the project could cause. 

In the single-bore option, inbound and outbound BART lines would be stacked atop each other 

within a single 45-foot diameter tube to be dug by an underground tunneling machine. The 

stations would also be contained within the tube, eliminating the need for most street 

disruption along Santa Clara. 

The twin-bore option BART uses in its other subway sections would also be bored by tunnel 

machines but the stations would require digging up three- to four-block sections of the street. 

BART currently leans toward twin-bore tunnels for operational reasons, its letter says. It cites 

the greater depth necessary for the single bore as raising convenience and emergency concerns 

and the narrower station platforms as a potential safety problem. 

“BART will continue to work with VTA as the project moves forward to make the decision on 

tunneling methodology,” the letter says. 

BART is participating with VTA in a technical analysis report to be finalized later this month, 

according to Hendler Ross. "So far what we know about it is the single bore can meet federal 

and state safety requirements and BART standards." 
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Roadshow: Highway 17 driver wants to ban ‘dangerous’ detour 

Mercury News 
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Q Please help the Highway 17 evening commute. 

Robert Hull 

Scotts Valley 

A We know most of the problems — landslides, closed lanes, shoulder work, etc. But not all of 

them, apparently. What’s up? 

Q San Jose-Soquel Road is closed until they build a bridge replacement. Southbound 

commuters who were using Summit Road and San Jose-Soquel Road are now continuing on 

Highway 17 to Vine Hill Road, where there is a left-turn lane across north 17. 

As a result, the pocket lane fills up during the evening commute. This backs up onto the through 

lane and creates a dangerous stop-and-slow situation. I have seen several accidents because of 

this. Please ask the gods at Caltrans and CHP to prohibit the left turn at Vine Hill between 3 

p.m. and 7 p.m. 

Or maybe your readers have a better solution. 

Robert Hull 

A Caltrans officials say they will not ban left turns, fearing that could make matters worse by 

catching drivers by surprise. They passed this onto the Highway Patrol to consider stepped-up 

enforcement when backups extend onto 17. 

Some day there will be an interchange here, but that is a long way off. 

For now, state crews hope they can address most of the storm-related problems in two more 

months. But they are nervously watching predictions for more rain in the coming days. 

Q Needless to say, we Santa Cruz Mountain residents have had our problems this year. Even 

with the sun out, there is still one problem that causes a daily accident, not just a fender-

bender but cars on their sides and roofs. 

This takes place on southbound 17 at Big Moody Curve. Water is still coming down the hillside 

onto the highway. Why in the world has Caltrans not put up a sign that warns motorists of the 

wet pavement ahead? 

Steve Nutting 

Los Gatos 

A One should be coming. But anyone driving through here needs to slow down. 

Q Can we get the Highway 17 southbound sign that shows commute times to various locations 

moved? Right now it is past the last exit to Los Gatos. This defeats the purpose of us being able 

to make another choice on how we get home. 

Heather Hedstrom 



A Maybe. Caltrans will consider moving the electronic sign before the exit to Highway 9 when it 

needs replacing in future years. 

Q There’s a sign near Lexington Reservoir that Bear Creek Road is closed because of a sinkhole. 

This has shut down an important commuter route, and no information seems available 

anywhere. 

Joseph Mosko 

Boulder Creek 

A Bear Creek Road is closed at several locations in Santa Cruz and Santa Clara counties due to 

damaged culverts, landslides, etc. Check 

out www.sccgov.org/roadclosures or www.sccroadclosure.org/. 
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Wednesday, March 22, 2017 

1. Opinion: Trump budget cataclysmic for BART and other transportation projects 
2. ABC7 BART/Skinny Budget 
3. Bike to work? Why commuters say no 
4. San Jose: Bicyclist killed in collision with vehicle 
5. OLI: Grade-crossing fatalities rose 13.7 percent in 2016 

 

Opinion: Trump budget cataclysmic for BART and other transportation projects 

Mercury News 

Those of us steeped in the “business” of transportation were optimistic when the Trump 

Administration proposed to invest $1 trillion in infrastructure. That optimism waned last week 

when the White House, in total contradiction, recommended cutting billions of dollars from 

existing transportation and public transit infrastructure programs in its proposed “Skinny 

Budget” for Fiscal Year 2018. 

The budget suggests new transit projects be funded by the localities that use and benefit from 

“localized” projects. 

Recognizing that safe and efficient public transportation is critical not only at a local level but 

also to a global economy and economic competiveness, the federal government has historically 

taken responsibility. In 2015, Congress reaffirmed this responsibility authorizing $2.3 billion 

annually, through 2020, specifically to fund projects like VTA’s BART extension, and we need 

them to stay the course. 

For over a decade, VTA has been working diligently to meet all the federal grant requirements 

to deliver all 16-miles of the extension of BART into Santa Clara County. The federal 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/21/opinion-trump-budget-cataclysmic-for-bart-and-other-transportation-projects/


government recognized the merits of the project in 2012, executing a grant agreement for $900 

million for the first 10-mile phase of the project. 

Phase 1, the Berryessa Extension, which begins at the Warm Springs Station in Fremont, is 

under budget and ahead of schedule. Construction is 94 percent complete, system testing is 

underway and service into Milpitas and San Jose is set to begin before the year’s end. 

But in order to realize the full benefits of the regional connection to BART, the next six miles 

through downtown San Jose to Santa Clara is essential. 

In March 2016, VTA entered the first phase of the federal funding pipeline to deliver that 

extension. VTA is on schedule to have the required federal environmental clearance in 

December. At that time we will qualify to apply for a federal grant for $1.5 billion. 

Santa Clara County residents have stepped up time and time again, taxing themselves for public 

benefit. The BART Silicon Valley phase 2 funding plan includes more than 50 percent local 

funds, 20 percent more than what’s being asked from the federal government. 

The idea that this mega infrastructure project or any other major transportation infrastructure 

could be considered “localized” is ludicrous. While the project may have a six-mile geographical 

footprint, it provides local, regional and national economic and employment benefits during 

construction and operations. 

Locally it expands the regional BART system to serve the three largest cities in the San Francisco 

Bay Area. Money invested in these projects supports an entire supply chain of American 

companies and their employees. 

The US Department of Transportation “Buy America” provisions ensure that transportation 

infrastructure is built with American Made products. For every $1 invested in the $4.7 billion 

project, the economy is estimated to get $4 to $10 in return. 

It is established that California residents get less than they give in federal support. Cuts to the 

federal grants program for transportation would not just put public transit projects at risk but 

also puts the associated thousands of direct and indirect jobs at risk. 

In this funding competition, VTA has played by all the rules and is just about to cross the finish 

line – but that line could be moved. 

The President’s proposed “Skinny Budget” for Fiscal Year 2018 is the first of many steps in the 

federal budget process. Any good businessperson can see the American economy and 

communities of all sizes, including ours, would be losers if the proposed reductions of federal 

grants for transportation projects are enacted. 

Jeannie Bruins is VTA’s 2017 board chair and a council member and former mayor of Los Altos. 

She wrote this for The Mercury News. 



ABC7 BART/Skinny Budget 

Link to video 
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Bike to work? Why commuters say no 

Mercury News 

Between 2011 and 2015, the percentage of people who biked to work increased from 3.8 

percent to 6.0 percent in Mountain View. In San Jose, it climbed from 0.9 to 1 percent, almost a 

rounding error. 

As a young reporter at the Mercury News’ Peninsula bureau, I rode my bike to work on 

California Street in Mountain View. I did it until the day a driver turned left into me as I crossed 

Ortega Avenue with a green light. I flipped over my handlebars and badly broke my ankle. 

The accident made me shun bicycling for nearly a decade.  And it’s given me sympathy for one 

of the central findings of a new report on bicycling put out by Joint Venture and the Silicon 

Valley Bicycle Coalition. It’s obvious but it bears repeating. 

“The most prominent reason people do not bicycle is because they fear getting hit by a motor 

vehicle,’’ the report concludes. 

My guess is that more than a few people who cite the risk are really rejecting the sweat and the 

dirt and the effort of cycling. Nonetheless, the fear is real, particularly in a car-centric place like 

Silicon Valley. Just on Tuesday, a bicyclist was killed by a car in a collision near Fammatre 

Elementary School in San Jose. 

“We are talking about radical behavior change,’’ says Shiloh Ballard, the executive director of 

the bicycle coalition. “We‘re talking about the average person who has grown up in auto-centric 

environment. We’re saying, “Don’t do what you’ve been taught to do. Do something that is 

completely different.’ If they don’t feel safe, we have to make them feel safe.’’ 

The numbers offer both encouragement and discouragement. Between 2011 and 2015, the 

percentage of people who biked to work increased from 3.8 percent to 6.0 percent in Mountain 

View. In Palo Alto, it climbed from 8.4 to 9.3 percent. 

In sprawling San Jose, which has only recently been paying attention to its bike trails and green 

bicycle lanes, the numbers have scarcely moved. In 2011, 0.9 percent of commuters rode bikes. 

In 2015, it was 1.0 percent. 

San Jose has such a huge base of people that a big percentage change is difficult to achieve. But 

Mountain View and Palo Alto have obvious advantages. Mountain View has Google and other 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTc1OTYwMTEmTURTZWVkPTI5OTUmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
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companies that encourage bicycling. And Palo Alto has a cadre of organized parents who want 

safe routes for kids riding to school. (It also benefits from the legacy of pioneer Ellen Fletcher, a 

councilwoman who crusaded for bicycling.) 

One problem the report cites is this issue of gaps in the bicycle network. A beautiful bike lane 

suddenly drops into a busy street with cars. A convenient crossing over railroad tracks or 

freeways can be hard to find. And sometimes a bike route changes dramatically at the border of 

a city or county. 

To get a sense of what the report calls “stress” — a word repeated often — I rode my ancient 

Nishiki to the corner of Senter and Tully, which, with ten bicycle-involved collisions 

from 2011 to 2015, is listed as one of the more dangerous intersections in the report. 

A few things stand out. First, the cars turning right frequently grab the bike lanes, making it 

uncomfortable for cyclists. Most of all, the intersection is huge and the car speeds are fast. I 

would bet some of the injured bicyclists did not take that into account. 

There’s a happier story too: San Jose found that opening a trail underneath the Airport Parkway 

crossing on the Guadalupe River Trail helped to increase bicycle travel there by 86 percent. 

Over the last decade, the share of female bicyclists on city trails has increased from 25 to 44 

percent. 

Is there enough money to create separated bike trails everywhere they are needed, the sort of 

“low-stress” routes suitable even for children? Not now. 

But the report outlines some ambitious ideas that are worth hearing. In the meantime, the 

SVBC is taking the role of evangelist in addressing behavior: It has a core of volunteers who help 

commuters pick the safest and quickest ways to work. 

“In truth, there are plenty of very safe bike routes out there,’’ Ballard says. “You’ve just got to 

find them.’’ 
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San Jose: Bicyclist killed in collision with vehicle 

Mercury News 

A bicyclist was killed in a collision with a vehicle Tuesday afternoon near Fammatre Elementary 

School, authorities said. 

The crash was reported at about 2:52 p.m. at Leigh Avenue and Coit Drive. Officers who 

responded to the scene found a man suffering from serious injuries and a vehicle stopped 

nearby. 

Medical personnel pronounced the bicyclist dead at the scene. The fatality is the first non-

pedestrian traffic death of the year in San Jose. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/03/21/san-jose-bicyclist-killed-in-collision-with-vehicle/


The identity of the bicyclist will be released once it has been confirmed by the Santa Clara 

County Medical Examiner-Coroner’s Office and his next of kin notified, police said. 

The cause of the collision is under investigation. The San Jose Police Department’s Traffic 

Investigation Unit is handling the investigation and the driver of the vehicle is cooperating, 

police said. 

Anyone who witnessed the collision can contact investigators at 408-277-4654. 
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OLI: Grade-crossing fatalities rose 13.7 percent in 2016 

Progressive Railroading 

The number of vehicle-train collisions at U.S. railroad crossings fell 2.4 percent in 2016, but the 

number of fatalities increased 13.7 percent compared with 2015, Operation Lifesaver Inc. (OLI) 

announced yesterday. 

 

Also, the number of deaths due to trespassing on train tracks rose 12.8 percent last year 

compared with 2015, OLI President and Chief Executive Officer Bonnie Murphy said, citing 

preliminary statistics from the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) Office of Safety Analysis. 

 

In 2016, U.S. crossing collisions fell to 2,025 from 2,075 in 2015; crossing-related fatalities rose 

to 265 from 233; and crossing injuries dropped 22.7 percent to 798 from 1,032, according to an 

OLI press release. 

 

Trespass deaths and injuries climbed to 994 in 2016 from 868 in 2015; trespass deaths rose to 

511 from 453; and trespass injuries grew to 483 from 415. 

 

States with the most crossing collisions in 2016 were Texas, California, Illinois, Indiana and 

Georgia. States with the most trespasser casualties (deaths and injuries combined) in 2016 

were California, Texas, Florida, New York and Pennsylvania. 

 

"While we are encouraged to see highway-rail crossing collisions and injuries continuing their 

downward trend, we are very concerned about the increase in crossing deaths, trespass deaths 

and injuries," said Murphy. 

 

OLI is working with the FRA, Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration 

— along with freight, passenger and commuter railroads and other community partners — "to 

give Americans important information on how to keep themselves, their friends and their 

families safe near tracks and trains,” she added.  

 

http://www.progressiverailroading.com/rail_industry_trends/news/OLI-Grade-crossing-fatalities-rose-137-percent-in-2016--51131?email=stacey.hendlerross@vta.org&utm_medium=email&utm_source=prdailynews&utm_campaign=prdailynews3/22/2017
https://oli.org/
http://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeofSafety/default.aspx


Those efforts will include the first U.S. Rail Safety Week, which will be Sept. 24-30. 

 

"The Federal Railroad Administration shares a concern about increasing trespass deaths and 

injuries and crossing fatalities in 2016," said Karl Alexy, director of FRA's Office of Safety 

Analysis. "We will continue to address these safety challenges, working with Operation 

Lifesaver and all our partners and stakeholders, until we reach our ultimate goal of preventing 

these tragedies." 

Back to Top 
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From: Board Secretary  

Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2017 1:57 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Correspondence: Santa Clara-Alum Rock BRT Project Final Stage of Construction 

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

From Topic 

VTA Santa Clara-Alum Rock BRT Project Final Stage of 

Construction 

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
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Sa nta C lara Valley 
Transportation 

Authority 

Solutions that move you 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: VT A Board of Directors 

THROUGH: Nuria I. Fernandez, General Manager/CEO 

FROM: Dennis Ratcliffe, Acting Director ETID 

DATE: March 22, 2017 

SUBJECT: Santa Clara - Alum Rock BRT Project final stage of construction 

The Santa Clara- Alum Rock BRT project is in its final stage of construction. The recent 
storms caused significant delays to the completion schedule. In addition to preventing the 
contractor from performing field work, weather has caused utility resources, critical to the 
completion of the project, to be redirected from the project to other storm-related priority 
work. However, construction of the roadway improvements and stations is now mostly complete 
except for some activities scheduled for the end of MarciL 

To minimize impacts caused by rain and the bankruptcy of the original electrical contractor, new 
electrical sub-contractors were added to advance the lagging traffic signal work. Construction 
challenges encountered with the new contractors have now been resolved by working with City 
staff to implement a plan for timely completion of the traffic signals. The infrastructure work is 
mostly complete, and the last two signals along the busway now scheduled for City inspection by 
mid-April. The final signal activation, needed for revenue service in the busway, is scheduled 
for late April. 

In summary, the project schedule is as follows: 

• With all the roadway and stations completed by the end of March, the buses will start 
numing in the median busway for operator training on Monday April3, 2017. 

• With the final signal activation scheduled for late April, revenue service in the median 
busway is now scheduled for Monday May 1, 2017. 



From: Board Secretary  

Sent: Friday, March 24, 2017 4:49 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Correspondence: Comments on Downtown Rail Extension Alignment Alternatives and 

Affordable Housing; Support Letters for California's Low Carbon Fuel Standard and AB 342 (Chiu) 

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

We are forwarding you the following:  

From Topic 

Roland Lebrun Comments regarding Downtown Rail Extension 

Alignment Alternatives 

Members of the Public Comments regarding affordable housing 

VTA Letter of support for California’s Low Carbon Fuel 

Standard 

VTA Letter of support for AB 342 (Chiu) 

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 
board.secretary@vta.org 

 

 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you 
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From: Roland Lebrun 
Sent: Monday, March 13, 2017 3:16 AM 
To: Supervisor Aaron Peskin; SFCTA Board Secretary 
Cc: Nila Gonzales; MTC Commission; Caltrain Board; Board.Secretary; CHSRA Board; SFCTA CAC; Caltrain 
CAC Secretary; cac@transbaycenter.org; Caltrain BAC 
Subject: SFCTA March 14 Board meeting Item #12. Update on the Railyard Alternatives 

 

Dear Chair Peskin and members of the SFCTA Board, 
 
Further to my email of February 11th to the TJPA Board of Directors, please find attached my 
comments on the DTX alignment alternatives that will be presented by the Planning 
Department on Tuesday March 14th. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Roland Lebrun. 
 
cc:  
TJPA Board of Directors 
MTC Commission 
Caltrain Board 
VTA Board 
CHSRA Board 
SFCTA CAC 
Caltrain CAC 
TJPA CAC 
Caltrain BAC 
 

 
From: Roland Lebrun   
Sent: Saturday, February 11, 2017 2:57 AM 
To: Mohammed Nuru 
Cc: Ed Reiskin; Greg Harper; Supervisor Jane Kim; jgee@redwoodcity.org; Nila Gonzales; MTC 
Commission; SFCTA Board Secretary; Caltrain Board; VTA Board Secretary; CHSRA Board; SFCTA CAC; 
Caltrain CAC Secretary; cac@transbaycenter.org; Caltrain BAC 
Subject: Fw: Caltrain Downtown extension draft SEIR/SEIS  
  
Dear Chair Nuru, 
 
Further to Director Reiskin's question with regards to additional comments submitted for the 
DTX supplemental SEIS/SEIR, I am attaching my February 29th 2016 scoping comment letter 
addressed to Mr. Scott Boule. 
 

mailto:jgee@redwoodcity.org
mailto:cac@transbaycenter.org


Please note for the record that the SEIR/SEIS scoping report including the 116 comment letters 
has yet to be completed by the TJPA. 
 
Thank you in advance for following up on this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Roland Lebrun 
 
Metropolitan Transportation Commission Board of Directors  
SFCTA Board of Directors  
Caltrain Board of Directors 
VTA Board  
California High Speed Rail Authority Board of Directors  
SFCTA Citizens Advisory Committee  
TJPA Citizens Advisory Committee 
Caltrain Citizens Advisory Committee 
Caltrain Bicycle Advisory Committee  

 
From: Roland Lebrun > 
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 3:27 AM 
To: brenda.perez@dot.gov; SEIS.EIR@transbaycenter.org 
Cc: Steve Heminger; MTC Commission; SFCTA Board Secretary; Caltrain Board; CHSRA Board; SFCTA CAC; 
Caltrain CAC Secretary 
Subject: Caltrain Downtown extension draft SEIR  
  
   
Dear Mr. Boule,  
  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2015 Caltrain Downtown Extension draft 
SEIR.  
  
The attached comments pertain to the following aspects of the project:  
  
 - Train box extension design conflict with SB916 (no Transbay connection to the East Bay)  
 - Widened throat structure impacts and costs  
 - Lengthy, risky and prohibitively expensive sequential mining tunnel construction  
 - Fourth and Townsend underground station location  
 - Unnecessary 7th Street tunnel stub box proposal  
 - Turnback track impacts on 16th Street grade crossing gate down time  
 - Alignment conflict with AB3034 (Diridon to Transbay in 30 minutes)  
  
Each comment is followed by a recommendation for an alternative to be studied in the final 
SEIR.  

mailto:brenda.perez@dot.gov
mailto:SEIS.EIR@transbaycenter.org


  
Thank you in advance for your consideration.  
  
Roland Lebrun  
  
CC  
Metropolitan Transportation Commission Board of Directors  
SFCTA Board of Directors  
Caltrain Board of Directors  
California High Speed Rail Authority Board of Directors  
SFCTA Citizens Advisory Committee  
Caltrain Citizens Advisory Committee  
 



Roland Lebrun   

 

March 12 2017 

 
SFCTA March 14 Board meeting Item #12 update on the Railyard Alternatives 

 
Dear Supervisor Peskin and members of the SFCTA Board, 

 
Further to my email of February 11th (attached), here are my comments on the DTX 
alignment alternatives that will be presented to you by the Planning Department on 
Tuesday March 14th. 

 
3rd Street alignment 

 
This alignment is superior to the TJPA DTX alignment in that it eliminates the massive 
cut and cover structures on Townsend at 7th & 2nd Streets but any savings may be 
partially offset by a flaw in the south whereby it is not possible to tunnel across the 
maze of freeway piles  AFTER going under the freeway at Evans Avenue. 
In other words, the divergence to the east of the existing alignment must occur south 
(not north) of Islais Creek (potentially as far south as the Oakdale underpass) resulting in 
a crossing of Islais Creek in a cut & cover tunnel (or a shallow viaduct). 

 

 

mailto:ccss@msn.com


The next problem arises from the construction impacts of a 1,000-foot cut & cover 4- 
track underground station that will impact the local residents and the operation of the 
T-3rd line for 3-4 years. This is followed by a kink around AT&T Park and the massive 
station throat (3 blocks of cut & cover on 2nd street). 

 
Last but not least, this alignment does not eliminate the need for the $400M train box 
extension between Beale and Main Street which cannot possibly accommodate a full- 
length sixth track (conflict with the 201 Mission podium foundations) and violates SB916 
(2003) codified in Streets & Highways Codes section 30914(22) by failing to provide any 
kind of engineering solution for a future East Bay extension. 
(http://law.justia.com/codes/california/2011/shc/division-17/30910-30922/30914) 

 
Pennsylvania Avenue Alignment 
This alignment is identical to the "DTX South" 16th Street grade separation solution 
proposed back in 2012. The alignment appears to be conceptual at this stage (no 
optimization for 80 MPH approach to 7th Street) and merely adds to the TJPA (AKA 
"Baseline") alignment's $4.5B costs and construction impacts. The RAB study should 
consider continuing the Pennsylvania alignment under 7th Street ("DTX North") and 
approach the TTC under Minna (southbound bore) and Natoma (northbound bore). 

 
Mission Bay Station Location 

 

 

http://law.justia.com/codes/california/2011/shc/division-17/30910-30922/30914


Observation: the Townsend (Baseline) and Third Street locations do not address the top 
community priorities: 
- Improved Local Transit Connections 
- Improved Regional Transit Connections 
- Neighborhood connectivity 

 
Recommendation: the RAB study should consider the 7th Street location (between 16th 
and Townsend) which has the following characteristics: 
- Best local transit connections (22 Filmore and N & T-Third loop extensions). 
- Epicenter of the most rapidly growing areas of the City including South of Market, 
Mission Bay and Showplace Square/Lower Potrero Hill. 
- Lowest construction impacts. 
- Station can act as a substitute for the existing 22nd and 4th& King stations 

 
Point of clarification 

 
The September 2016 RAB presentation showed 28' (200 MPH) internal diameter tunnel 
bores which are not constructible under Minna & Natoma (30 feet wide). 
The recommended external diameter in urban areas is 27 feet (150 MPH). 

 

 
 

Sincerely, 

Roland Lebrun 



Roland Lebrun 

February 29, 2016 

2015 DTX draft SEIR 

Dear Mr. Boule, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the 2015 Caltrain Downtown Extension draft SEIR. 

My comments pertain to the following aspects of the project: 

• Train box extension design conflict with SB916 (no Transbay connection to the East Bay) 

• Widened throat structure impacts and costs 

• Lengthy, risky and prohibitively expensive sequential mining tunnel construction 

• Fourth and Townsend underground station location 

• Unnecessary ih Street tunnel stub box proposal 

• Turn back track impacts on 161
h Street grade crossing gate down time 

• Alignment conflict with AB3034 (Diridon to Transbay in 30 minutes) 

Each comment is followed by a recommendation for an alternative to be studied in the f inal SEIR. 

Thank you in advance for your consideration. 

Roland Lebrun 

cc 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission Board of Directors 
SFCTA Board of Directors 
Caltrain Board of Directors 
California High Speed Rail Authority Board of Directors 
SFCTA Citizens Advisory Committee 
Caltrain Citizens Advisory Committee 



1) Train Box Extension 

-The train box extension design violates SB916 (2003) codified in Streets & Highways Codes section 

30914(22) (http://law.justia .com/codes/california/2011/shc/division-17 /30910-30922/30914) by failing 

to provide any kind of engineering solution for a future East Bay extension 

-The proposed Caltrain storage is insufficient to enable Ca ltrain to vacate the 41
h & King railyard until 

after relocation to Oakland. 
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outhbound 

Tunnel 

Recommendation #1 

The SEIR should consider an alternate DTX alignment which would enable platform lengthening by 
extending the train box one block west (towards 2"d Street) while simultaneously providing a viable 
connection to a Transbay tunnel. This alignment would also eliminate conflicts with the 201 Mission 
building and enable a 61

h full-length through platform (total3 eastbound and 3 westbound platforms). 

Second 

Street 

Beale 

St reet 

6x 1,330-foot 

platforms 



Beale Street Main Street 

201 Mission 

Crossover 

Interim Train 

storage 

Future 

Transbay 

tunnel 



2) Widened throat structure 

The SEIR proposes a widened approach to the Transbay Center train box via a massive cut & cover 

structure that will impact numerous properties as far south as Clementina Street. Construction costs are 

expected to run into the hundreds of millions and will result in massive circulation and noise impacts on 

the adjacent neighborhoods for many years. 

r 
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Recommendation #2 

The SEIR should consider an alternate DTX alignment and construction technique that would limit 
impacts to a small number of buil ings on 2 nd Street between Minna and Natoma. 
Th d. 



3) Tunnel design 
The current DTX design contemplates the construction of a 3-track sequentially excavated tunnel 
without any apparent plans for the evacuation of a train travelling on the middle track. This is of 
particular concern with High Speed trains which have a single door per carriage. 

Recommendation #3 

The SEIR should consider a twin-bore tunnel design with cross-passages for emergency 

evacuation (similar to the Central Subway) and a ventilation system designed to eliminate any 

requirement for vent/evacuation structures north of Townsend. 
Please refer to Appendix A (Tunneling Studies) in the HS2 Final Report 

http://www.railwaysarchive.co.uk/documents/HS2 RouteEngineeringStudyAppendices 2010.p 

df and Section A1.4 Fire Safety Engineering in particular for additional information. 

TWin bore - Single track tunnel 



4) Fourth and Townsend Underground Station location 

It is unclear how a relocated Caltrain station on Townsend could possibly accommodate the r idership 
demand from Mission Bay including UCSF, AT&T Park and the proposed Warriors Arena. 

Channe1St 

Hooper St 



Recommendation #4 

The SEIR should consider relocating the Townsend station to th Street and providing connectivity to the 
Central Subway via an extension of theN line connecting to the Mission Bay loop via 161

h Street. 
This station should be designed to accommodate the Grand Boulevard at a later date. 



5) t" Street Tunnel Stub Box 
The SEIR proposes to terminate the DTX on i" Street with a " tunnel stub box" designed to 

accommodate a future 161
" Street grade separation. 
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Recommendation #5 

The SEIR should consider a direct connection to the Planning Department's Pennsylvania Avenue RAB 
study alternative. This would achieve 161

h Street Grade separation as soon as Caltrain operations are 
relocated to the Transbay terminal and would save hundreds of millions by eliminating cut & cover 
structures @ ih & Townsend 



6) Turn back Track impacts on 161
h Street grade crossing 

The SEIR proposes the addition of two additional tracks on ih Street, including a turn back track across 
16th Street, thereby increasing gate downtime for each train crossing by an additional10 seconds (10 
minutes per day). 
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The SEIR should consider a direct connection to the planning department's Pennsylvania Avenue 
alternative (see recommendation #5 above) and turn trains around further south. The SEIR should also 
consider t he abandoned t unnel #1 for storage. 



7} Alignment conflict with AB3034 (San Jose to Transbay in 30 minutes) 
The current DTX alignment consists of 3 sharp curves each with a maximum speed of 25 MPH which 
extend the travel time between ih Street and the Transbay Terminal by an additional 3 minutes. 

This alignment conflicts with AB3034 (2007) codified in Streets & Highways code section 2704.09(b) 
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/cgi-bin/displaycode?section=shc&group=02001-03000&file=2704.04-
2704.095 
" Maximum nonstop service travel times for each corridor that shall not exceed the following: 

(3) San Francisco-San Jose: 30 minutes." 
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Recommendation #7 

Mined 

crossovers 

Respectfully submitted for your consideration 

Sincerely, 

Roland Lebrun 



From: Tim Collier  
Sent: Thursday, March 16, 2017 9:28 AM 
To: Board.Secretary; mprochnow; mayoremail@sanjose; District1@sanjoseca.gov; District10 San Jose; 
District4@sanjoseca.gov; District3@sanjoseca.gov; district6@sanjoseca.gov; svaidhyanathan; larry.carr; 
mayor@sunnyvale; teresa.oneill; Cindy.Chavez; supervisor.yeager 
Subject: Please create more affordable housing at Tamien Station 

 

Dear VTA Board Members, 
 

At your meeting this afternoon, please consider adding more affordable housing to the 
Tamien Station development. I would like to see more affordable housing units at the 
site. The Washington community is a low income community and desperately needs 
more affordable housing. The VTA is a public institution, accountable to the community. 
San Jose & Santa Clara County currently have an affordable housing crisis. We'd like to 
see 130 units of affordable housing at Tamien, with the majority (or all) of the affordable 
housing for residents at less than 50% of the Area Median Income. 
 

 

Regards, 
Tim Collier 
 

 

 
 
From: Allison Anderson  
Sent: Sunday, March 19, 2017 5:09 PM 
To: Board Secretary; mprochnow; mayoremail@sanjose; District1@sanjoseca.gov; 
District10@sanjoseca.gov; District4@sanjoseca.gov; District3@sanjoseca.gov; district6@sanjoseca.gov; 
svaidhyanathan; larry.carr; mayor@sunnyvale; teresa.oneill; Cindy.Chavez; supervisor.yeager 
Subject: Affordable Housing 

 

Dear VTA Board Members, 

As a resident of San Jose, I am advocating for more affordable 

housing units at the Tamien Train Station.  The Washington 

community is a low income community and desperately needs 

more affordable housing.  The VTA is a public institution, 

accountable to our community.  San Jose & Santa Clara County 

currently have an affordable housing crisis.  We'd like to see 130 

units of affordable housing at Tamien, with the majority (or all) 

of the affordable housing for residents at less than 50% of the 

Area Median Income. 
  

Kind regards, 

Allison Anderson 

 



From: Jody Chang  
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 8:08 PM 
To: Board Secretary; mprochnow; mayoremail@sanjose; District1@sanjoseca.gov; District10 San Jose; 
District4@sanjoseca.gov; District3@sanjoseca.gov; district6@sanjoseca.gov; svaidhyanathan; larry.carr; 
mayor@sunnyvale; teresa.oneill; Cindy.Chavez; supervisor.yeager  
Subject: Urging your consideration of increased affordable housing units at Tamien 

 

Dear VTA Board Members, 
 

I am writing as a concerned citizen and affordable housing philanthropist, to advocate 
for more affordable housing units at the Tamien Train Station. The Washington 
community is a low income community and desperately needs more affordable housing. 
The VTA is a public institution, accountable to our community. San Jose & Santa Clara 
County currently have an affordable housing crisis. We'd like to see 130 units of 
affordable housing at Tamien, with the majority (or all) of the affordable housing for 
residents at less than 50% of the Area Median Income. 
  
Kind regards, 
Jody Chang 
 
 

  



From: Elizabeth Lee   
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 9:35 PM 
To: Board Secretary; mprochnow; mayoremail@sanjose; District1@sanjoseca.gov; 
District10@sanjoseca.gov; District4@sanjoseca.gov; District3@sanjoseca.gov; district6@sanjoseca.gov; 
svaidhyanathan; larry.carr; mayor@sunnyvale; teresa.oneill; Cindy.Chavez; supervisor.yeager  
Subject: Urgent: Housing Needed 

 

Dear VTA Board Members, 

 

I am a resident in the Washington Neighborhood in San Jose. I 

currently work as a nurse in Stanford Health Care. I also 

volunteer with at-risk teens in my neighborhood through 

Catholic Charities and my church, Shalom Iglesia. I see many of 

the teens I work with go in and out of homelessness due to 

severely limited availability of low-income housing. 

 

I am advocating for more affordable housing units at the Tamien 

Train Station.  The Washington community is a low income 

community and desperately needs more affordable housing.  The 

VTA is a public institution, accountable to our community.  San 

Jose & Santa Clara County currently have an affordable housing 

crisis.  We'd like to see 130 units of affordable housing at 

Tamien, with the majority (or all) of the affordable housing for 

residents at less than 50% of the Area Median Income. 

  

Kind regards, 

Elizabeth Lee, RN, BSN 
 



 

 

 

 

March 20, 2017 

 

The Honorable Edmund G. Brown Jr. 

Governor, State of California 

State Capitol 

Sacramento, CA  95814 

 

Dear Governor Brown: 

 

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), I 

am writing to express our support for California’s Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS).  The 

LCFS is an integral part of the state’s climate strategy, and has become an increasingly important 

financial resource for VTA and other California public transit agencies that are employing zero-

emission technologies.  As negotiations regarding California’s climate objectives and an 

extension of the state’s Cap-and-Trade Program move forward, VTA respectfully requests your 

support for maintaining the LCFS. 

 

As you know, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) initially adopted the LCFS regulation 

in 2009 in order to reduce the carbon intensity of transportation fuels used in the state by at least 

10 percent from a 2010 baseline by 2020.  The LCFS specifically exempts a number of lower-

carbon fuels, such as electricity, hydrogen and natural gas, because they meet the carbon 

intensity targets through 2020.  Moreover, the LCFS allows providers of these fuels to “opt in” to 

the program and to generate LCFS credits that they can sell and trade in the state’s LCFS market. 

 

Following the re-adoption of the LCFS in October 2015, the list of entities eligible to generate 

LCFS credits was expanded to include public transit agencies that use electricity and, in more 

limited cases, hydrogen as a transportation fuel.  Because VTA operates a 42-mile, electrified 

light rail system, we have decided to “opt in” to the LCFS Program in order to obtain credits and 

sell them in the marketplace to generate revenues to purchase electric buses to replace older 

diesel buses in our fleet.  We estimate that VTA would receive more than $650,000 a year under 

the LCFS Program. 

 

The VTA Board of Directors is committed to reducing greenhouse gas, nitrogen oxide and other 

emissions from our public transit fleet.  VTA currently has 426 active buses in our fleet, which 

account for 79 percent of VTA’s greenhouse gas emissions.  Without the revenues that we would 

receive from the LCFS Program, it would be difficult for VTA to afford to integrate electric 

buses into our fleet in a timely manner because they are still more expensive than conventional 

diesel buses. 

 

VTA recognizes that protecting and expanding California’s climate legacy will be challenging 

and will require concessions from the negotiating parties.  While VTA supports extending the 

state’s Cap-and-Trade Program beyond 2020, we also believe the LCFS must remain an integral 
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part of California’s climate strategy if the state is going to be successful in meeting the 

greenhouse gas emissions reduction target established by SB 32 (Pavley).  Maintaining the LCFS 

is critical not only because it would result in reducing the carbon intensity of transportation fuels, 

but also because it would provide public transit agencies such as VTA with funding they need to 

move forward with converting their bus fleets to zero-emission vehicles in an expeditious 

manner. 

 

Thank you for your consideration of our comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jeannie Bruins, Chairperson 

Board of Directors 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

 

 



 

 

 

 

March 22, 2017 

 

The Honorable Ed Chau, Chairperson 

Assembly Privacy & Consumer Protection Committee 

State Capitol, Room 5016 

Sacramento, CA  95814 

 

Dear Chairperson Chau: 

 

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) respectfully requests your support for 

AB 342 (Chiu) when this bill comes before the Assembly Privacy & Consumer Protection 

Committee for a vote.  AB 342 authorizes the City of San Jose and the City/County of San 

Francisco to use Automated Speed Enforcement (ASE) over a five-year pilot period in order to 

improve the safety of their local streets, particularly for vulnerable travelers such as pedestrians 

and bicyclists. 

 

The primary goal of ASE is to detect and enforce speeding on streets with a documented and 

demonstrated problem of collisions resulting in fatalities and injuries caused by speeding by 

motor vehicles.  In the United States, 142 communities have installed such systems to enhance 

their enforcement efforts relating to speeding violations, with positive results.  Because of the 

use of ASE systems, these communities have seen a reduction in:  (1) drivers traveling more than 

10 miles per hour over the speed limit;  (2) citations issued as motorists change their driving 

behavior; and  (3) collisions that result in severe injury or death.  However, ASE is not allowed 

in California. 

 

San Jose and San Francisco are among the cities in California and across the country that have 

adopted traffic safety programs known as Vision Zero, which aim to eliminate all traffic-related 

fatalities on local streets by a certain year, as well as to significantly reduce the number of severe 

injuries caused by traffic collisions.  Vision Zero programs strive to enhance the safety of local 

streets through policy changes, engineering and design improvements, public educational efforts, 

and more vigorous enforcement with regard to the most dangerous traffic violations. 

 

In the case of San Jose and San Francisco, unsafe speed has been determined to be the most 

frequent cause of fatal and severe injury collisions occurring within their respective jurisdictions.  

Many of the local streets with the highest incidents of fatal and severe injury collisions in San 

Jose and San Francisco are actually located in disadvantaged neighborhoods, disproportionately 

impacting their residents. 

 

San Jose and San Francisco have determined that ASE is a critical missing tool in their efforts to 

achieve the goals of Vision Zero.  AB 342 would address this problem by authorizing those two 

jurisdictions to implement a five-year ASE pilot program, according to specific parameters 

relating to, among other things, where and when the technology can be utilized, how the fine 
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revenues can be used, how a citation can be contested, and what privacy protections need to be 

put in place. 
 

Improving the safety of our multimodal transportation system in Silicon Valley is a high priority 

for VTA.  Thus, we are supportive of San Jose’s efforts to achieve the goals of Vision Zero, 

including pursuing ways to enhance the enforcement of traffic laws protecting motorists, as well 

as bicyclists, pedestrians and other vulnerable travelers.  For this reason, we respectfully seek 

your support for AB 342.  Thank you for your consideration of our request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jeannie Bruins, Chairperson 

Board of Directors 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

 


